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As a young design-journalist, one of the first people I interviewed was Chef Moshe Shek at his 
parents’ warm and cosy home at Worli, Mumbai. Other than the delicious carrot cake which he 
had specially baked for us, I remember listening to Moshe’s dream kitchen plans. He was of the 
opinion that every other space/activity in the house ought to be centered around his fancy, sleek 
and contemporary cooking room. Today, even though I’ve been through innumerable accounts 
of “this is how I want my dream kitchen,” Moshe’s vision will always be special. The happy ring in 
his voice at the thought of creating that high-tech kitchen stayed with me for the passion and 
pure joy he emitted. Similarly, there are several people out there who share his passion, perhaps 
even more about having that perfect kitchen. That’s precisely why we bring this issue to you, 
dear reader. We are here to simplify and help make that dream into a reality.

New-age kitchens are not staid and quiet rooms; they are filled with energy, aroma and texture. 
Today’s kitchen has become an extension of the public areas. This cultural change is all the more 
reason for people to procure the best of materials, appliances and accessories for this utilitarian 
space. So, the team went in different directions to gather information on design trends, products 
and materials, to create that modern marvel. Here’s what we got for you… 

The Bazaar section looks at the coolest of them all with fancy, out-of-the-box essentials that you 
need — everything from a tabletop pizza oven to an interesting egg ring for that perfect sunny 
side up to a carrot peeler in the shape of a pencil sharpener! We spoke to industrywallas to get 

the latest in materials, design and technology in In Focus. A luscious 
array of spanking new appliances, faucets, sinks and modular 
kitchen options are part of this in-depth article. This issue could not 
go without our popular DIY feature, and this time around we 
decided to work with a brand who is synonymous with stainless 
steel kitchens in India — Artdd’inox. The stylists at their New Delhi 
store introduced pops of colours through quirky accessories and 
textured surfaces against a shimmering sleek modular kitchen to 
create a set-up that’s a sight to behold. 

There’s wonder awaiting you… go ahead, feast on. 

Editorial
The hearth story…  

Deepa Nair
Editor

The Trudeau Flex Pot 
Clip from Wonderchef 
with an integrated slot is 
a useful and cool tool for 
every countertop.
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Gaurav Roy Chaudhury 
Architects breaks away from 
stereotypes for the Frame House 
by capturing frames which are 
composed to accommodate 
distinctive expressions of all the 
individuals of the family. 

editor’s pick

The luxury 
blankets from Spain’s 
Piel Sa is my pick  
of the month for  
its sophisticated 
patterns, minimalist 
embossed (and fun) 
prints and  
timeless designs.

Architect Arthur 
Casas transports a person 
to a peaceful other world at 
Kaa in Brazil. This tranquil 
restaurant creates a 
cocoon of greenery in a 
busy urban condition.

Usine Studio’s design for a 
modern vadodara apartment is 
constructed on the building 
blocks of simple materials, 
perfection, precision, attention 
to detail, selective display and 
carefully-crafted compositions.

New in 
stores
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Godrej Interio, actor Sonu Sood’s 
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citrusy hue is combined with the 
warmth of the bamboo to create a 
modern modular cook space.
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Kindly write in with your raves or rants to: 
deepa.nair@network18publishing.com or post to The Editor, Better Interiors, New Era House, 
Mogul Lane, behind Magnet Mall, Matunga (W), Mumbai 400016. 
NOTE: CORREspONdENCE WILL BE EdITEd fOR puRpOsE Of LENgTH aNd gRaMMaR.

letter of the Month
I always look forward to the Diwali issue of Better Interiors as it 
is a guide for decorating my home and buying gifts for family and 
friends. And this time around too, your Diwali special didn’t 
disappoint. From the stunning and refreshing cover (that’s oh-so 
festive) to the Diwali Dish-out pages, the editorial team has gone 
all out to provide the best the lifestyle market has to offer for 
the festivities. My favourite feature was Bazaar as it made the 
tedious task of buying gifts a lot easier with the carefully 
selected gifting ideas. Thank you for slotting the gifting options 
budget-wise. I went ahead and bought quite a few from the 
options presented… my mother-in law was extremely happy with 
her pooja thali set! Apart from this, I was in awe of the beautiful 
living room styled by Beyond Designs. I loved the iconic Garuda 
figures on the walls of this setting.  I congratulate the team for 
such a splendid issue and wish you all a very happy Deepawali.
Sonam mohapatra, pune

Letter 
of the 
month

Write back

taKe a Bao
I am absolutely in love with The 
Fatty Bao restaurant at Bangalore 
featured in the Space & Spice 
section of your October issue. I 
haven’t come across such an 
interesting, quirky and stylish 
restaurant in a very long time. 
Whether it’s the vibrant and 
eclectic furniture and accessories, 
the spacious seating arrangement 
or the delicious menu, this 
restaurant is a perfect example of 
creativity and the team needs to 
be applauded for bringing such 
projects to the forefront. I have a 
couple of friends in Bangalore and 
I think I need to make a short trip 
to the city to visit the restaurant 
and experience the vibe of  
the place.
nidhi Shetty, Chennai

Beautiful setting
My son, who you would usually 
find reading a sports magazine on 
weekends, was recently flipping 

through my copy of Better 
Interiors and really liked the 
dining table set-up by fashion 
designer JJ Valaya in the October 
issue. So much so, he insisted that 
we buy the Thai-inspired floor 
lamps during Diwali. Not only am I 
really happy that he found the 
magazine interesting, but also 
gutted about the lamps that we 
are about to purchase. This Diwali 
is going to be more special all 
thanks to you!
Jhanvi Singh, new delhi

nice hoMe
The Bharuch bungalow designed 
by P&D Associates is simple, 
spacious and welcoming… exactly 
how I would like my home to be. 
The fact that the designers took 
the effort to incorporate the 
client’s preferences into their 

Big dhaMaKa
When you have your own 
company (even a small one at 
that), a big circle of friends and an 
even bigger family, buying gifts is 
a huge task and my wife usually 
starts planning for it a month in 
advance. In such a scenario, the 
Diwali Dish-out feature where you 
featured more than 50 lifestyle 
brands really came to our rescue. I 
have not seen any other interior 
design magazine in India offering 
such a spread and I must applaud 
your team for making that extra 
effort for their readers. I never 
miss out on your Diwali issue 
because of this special feature. 
Thank you so much for making 
the festival a pleasant one.
vikaS Seth, ahmedabad

festive tiMe
One of the hardest things to do 
during Diwali is to decide how to 
decorate your home. And thanks 
to the Revel Up article in the 
Colour & Style section, our lives 
were made much easier. The 
feature came in very handy and 
getting tips from the experts 
themselves was very inspiring. 
The tips on how to organize a 
card-party was especially helpful 
as dad’s friends come over every 
Diwali.  I thought this was a very 
helpful feature and thank you’ll 
for it.
Suhani kumar, luCknow

design is commendable. The 
beautiful mandir and the 
traditional jhoola make the decor 
of the house special and unique. 
While, this is a good project to 
cover, I feel that there should 
have been one or two more 
interesting projects covered since 
it was a Diwali issue. Nonetheless 
keep up the good work. 
kavya Saxena, hyderabad
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{DesignBytes} Roundabout

Hafele Has launcHed its 
Nagold series of home appliances for 
the Indian consumers. The 
attractively priced Nagold range will 
cater to all cooking, refrigeration and 
cleaning needs amidst an experience 
of supreme efficiency. Some of the 
appliances launched include built-in 
gas hobs, built-in electric and 
combi-microwave, built-in barbeque 
and deep fryer and a stylish range of 
cooker hoods. Apart from the series 
launch, the company has also 
opened a 1,336 sq ft Hafele Design 
Studio in Mumbai in partnership with 
Steel Touch Hardware at Andheri West. The studio offers a wide range of interior fitting solutions that matches 
individual tastes and meets specific requirements.  
www.hafele.in/

A round-up of whAt’s new in stores, products, Art shows And much more.
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mumbai gets the 
d’decor store

nagold by hafele 

address Home’s 
cusHion range
A beautiful collection of cushions 
has been launched as part of the 
linen collection 2014. The 
collection comes in three trendy 
themes: the Ikkat collection, the 
black & Off-white collection and 
the vibrant Orange, Rust &  
beige collection.
www.addresshome.com

recliners from tfr
The furniture Republic (TfR) has 
launched a unique collection  
of recliners with fabric and 
leather upholsteries. Available in 
vibrant colour options,  
luxurious upholstery with extra 
comfortable seating, the  
recliners are priced from 
` 20,900 onward. 
www.tfrhome.com

paramount’s 
ortHosleep cusHion
Paramount Surgimed has 
introduced the OrthoSleep range 
of seat cushions. The cushion has 
an open cell viscous-elastic 
temperature sensitive material 
that conforms to the exact 
contours of the body, providing 
optimum support and comfort. 
Tel: 98719 00900

newform’s morpHo 
sHower
Newform’s Morpho Shower 
collection has a fine brass body 
with a nickle and high-quality 
chrome finish. It is an organized 
and fluid collection, which 
endows taps and fittings with a 
leading role in home furnishing.  
Tel: (0124) 4945060

QuicK taKe

cHina-based opple 
lighting, a global 
integrated lighting 
solutions company, 
debuted at light India 
2014. With a presence in 
50 countries, the 
company has now 
launched and showcased 
a whole range of leD 
solutions for professional 
and consumer lighting at 
the exhibition in India 
with a mission to enhance 
the lighting standards of 
the country. With an initial 
investment of  ̀  600 
million, Opple will roll out 
30 large format exclusive 
brand stores across 30 
major cities in India in 
next three years.
www.opple.co.in

opple Lighting 
enters india 

york loft-like surrounding to the 
interiors of the store. The store 
houses an elegant range of curtains, 
upholsteries, cushions, bedding sets, 
rugs, blinds, wallpapers, outdoor 
fabrics, home decor accessories and 
much more. .
Tel: (022) 66782030

d’decor Has unveiled its 
first flagship store The D’Decor 
Store in Mumbai. located at Notan 
Heights in bandra, it is spread across 
4,000 sq ft and spans two 
expansive floors. Here, Singapore-
based architect ernesto bedmar has 
added a european touch with a New 
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Roundabout

simone Luxury store in mumbai

fabula rasa opens in mumbai

iqrup + ritz 
online store 

roca’s Bhiwadi 
store

roca Has opened a sHowroom in 
bhiwadi, Rajasthan which will house products 
of both its brands: Roca and Parryware. On 
walking into the showroom, one is welcomed 
by a warm and inviting reception area with an 
all-imposing glass wall. further inside, the 
display of Roca products is in a three-fold 
format: the island display, modular display and 
wall display. The island display encompasses 
bathtubs; the modular display includes the 
placement of the WCs, basins and urinals while 
the wall display utilizes the solid and glazed 
walls for the placement of faucets, the vanity 
shower and other accessories.
www.roca.in/

iQrup + ritz, tHe Home decor brand, 
has recently launched their online store 
with an aim to bring customers high quality 
designer furniture online. The entire 
collection is available to view and purchase 
on www.iqrupandritz.com. The first 
collections are inspired by mid-century 
modern, boho-chic, Scandinavian modern 
and classic english styles. Customers can 
browse through detailed images, order 
fabric swatches and buy complete 
designed rooms or ‘looks’ via the website. 
Complementing the online store, the brand 
has also opened a studio space in Gurgaon 
where customers can see the furniture 
before they order online. 
Te: (0124) 4237613

fabula rasa — a studio-in-motion 
opens its door at Raghuvanshi Mills, lower Parel 
in Mumbai. The store, a brainchild of Anuradha 
bhalla and Jeena Shetty, is a confluence of the 
timeless and the contemporary. The space 
provides the perfect balance between classic 
trend setters and bold, modern designers. The 

interiors are bursting with colours such as silver, 
copper and black with pops of pink. The in-house 
furniture line has classic detailing interspersed 
with a burst of colour and eclectic cushions while 
the paintings and sculptures on offer epitomize 
elegant art.
Tel: (022) 24962095

tHere’s a new luxury Home concept 
destination at Colaba in Mumbai — Simone. 
Promoted by entrepreneur Simone Arora, the 
store is sprawled over two floors covering 
8,000 sq ft. In every aspect of the space and 
product lines, Simone’s design philosophy of 
sophistication and elegance characterized by 

an understated devotion to luxury is reflected. 
Meticulously crafted, the store showcases soft 
furnishings, furniture, artefacts and home 
accessories, bed and bath linen, tableware,  
art, and lights carefully curated from across 
the globe.  
www.simone.com
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Roundabout

Joyce wang’s restaurant 
world’s Best interior 

Joyce wang studio’s mott32 bar and 
restaurant in Hong Kong has been bestowed 
with the best interior space of 2014 award. 
located in a former storage facility, it once 
housed expensive family heirlooms for 
wealthy Chinese immigrants. Taking 
inspiration from the heritage of the site, the 

tonKin liu, tHe britain-based 
architects and Arup Deutschland 
GmbH has created Shell lace, an 
innovative building technique. The 
Shell lace Structure is a system of thin 
steel sheets with meticulously 
engineered voids, connected in ridges 
and spirals that emulate the structural 
rigidity and delicate contours of sea 
shells — nature’s answer to generating 
maximum strength from minimum 
resources. The structural and 
fabrication technique combines digital 

modelling, digital analysis, with 
cost-effective laser-cutting fabrication, 
transforming flat sheet materials into 
lightweight self-supporting structures. 
The technique represents an adaptive 
approach to architecture that allows 
for enhanced means of expression as 
well as additional opportunities to 
respond to site, structure, and  
climatic requirements.
www.archdaily.com/551062/shell-lace-
structure-tonkin-liu-s-nature-inspired-
structural-technique/

evolution of the shell 
Lace structure

cerafest — celebrating 
studio pottery 
31st oct 2014 to 2nd nov 2014 
coomaraswamy Hall, chhatrapati shivaji 
maharaj vastu sangrahalaya, 
159-161 mahatma gandhi road,  
mumbai 23 
tel: (022) 22844484/22844519

A total of 22 leading potters including veteran 
Sandeep Manchekar, Shalan Dere and Anjali 
Aney will come together for the first time to 
showcase their talent in pottery making 
through the Cerafest exhibition. Giving clay 
unique form, designs and colour, the potters 
have made an earnest effort to present varied 
dimensions to the art.

Vignettes from the sky 
27th nov 2014 to 3rd dec 2014 
lalit Kala akademi, rabindra bhavan,  
copernicus marg, new delhi 1 
tel: (011) 23009200

The art show — Vignettes from the sky by 
artist Promila Arora explores the cityscape 
caught and reflected in a web of glasses and 
mirrors. It reflects — both metaphorically and 
physically — an artist’s deep seated desire to 
be in two places at the same time… in the open 
skies and the city.

Please note: for insertion in this column, we 
require details of upcoming events at least a 
month in advance. We request you to send in 
event schedules to:  
deepa.nair@network18publishing.com
Updates on events is at the discretion of the 
organizers. Information is valid at the time of 
going to print. 

fyi

restaurant is littered with forgotten 
heirlooms, Chinese propaganda and 
industrial materials doubling as 
furniture and light fittings. Inside the 
restaurant, bricks twist and turn and 
form shapes inspired by wind patterns. 
light fittings are housed in metal  
mesh cages and former vaults become 
exclusive booths. As the winner in the 
restaurants and bars category, the 
project was selected ahead of eight 
other entries that included a  
research hub with a sculptural  
ceiling installation and a marble- 
lined cinema in a Hong Kong  
shopping centre.
www.dezeen.com/2014/10/03/
mott-32-hong-kong-restaurant-joyce-
wang-world-interior-of-the-year-2014/
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Roundabout

Eat Up: The Inside Scoop on 
Rooftop Agriculture

Eat Up: thE InsIdE scoop on Rooftop 
agRIcUltURE
Author lauren Mandel
Paperback ISBN 978-0-86571-735-0
Pages 261
Availability amazon
Price  ̀  1,458
Reviewed by Varna shashidhar

agriculture. the volume is a 
comprehensive guide to 
accessible good, chemical free, 
inexpensive food. 
the basis of these gardens has 
been best described by Vincent 
dessberg, founder of grow My 
own Veggies, one of the farms 
featured and people  interviewed 
by lauren, “You should probably 
grow (food) where people are and 
not where they aren’t.” Reducing 
the carbon footprint, mitigating 
costs, ensuring fresh chemical-
free produce at just an arm’s 
length or a short walk away and 
building stronger communities 

through shared activities are 
some amongst the many benefits 
discussed in the book.
lauren has attempted to create 
a guide to assist people in 
developing their own rooftop 
gardens however small they may 
have. this book will empower 
readers with help on tools and 
basic technical knowledge 
including different methods of 
rooftop agriculture, planting 
layouts, materials, soil, loads, 
drainage, nutrition, pest control 
and costing. additionally rooftop 
apiculture, aquaponics, 
livestock farming have all been 

HAvINg exISted HIStoRIcAlly 
in several cultures, rooftop 
agriculture has in recent times 
become a movement that has 
gained rapid momentum all over 
the world. so it’s no wonder we’ve 
decided to pay closer attention 
this month. “Every day the 
movement’s energy infiltrates ... 
captivating people’s stomachs 
and their souls” writes lauren 
Mandel, a landscape architect 
from the University of 
pennsylvania. she’s a rooftop 
agriculture expert and the  
author of Eat Up, a 
comprehensive book on urban 

A book ThAT focUSSES on ThE gRowIng movEmEnT of RoofTop AgRIcUlTURE. 

briefly  discussed. lauren has 
looked at all kinds of projects: 
from the scale of a residence to 
hotels and row farms in cities in 
the Us and canada. she presents 
a series of interviews with the 
founders of various roof top 
farms too. those featured are 
young entrepreneurs who aspire 
to revolutionize agriculture in 
their communities. In fact, 
several spaces are didactic for 
children and members of the 
community. But the best thing 
about Eat Up is that all its 
material is principally applicable 
to the Indian context  
as well.
this light no-frills paperback 
published on fsc paper remains 
true to its intent in empowering a 
non-specialist gardener. 
thankfully, the author’s jargon-
free and easy way of writing 
makes the book all the more 
comprehensible. perhaps colour 
through photographs would  
have only added to its appeal  
and nourished and inspired the 
readers more. But it’s a great 
guide nonetheless.
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Roundabout

RATnAdEEp gopAl AdIvREkAR’S REcEnT woRk SUblImInAlly REmARkS on hIS 
polARIzEd IdEnTITy AS An ARTIST lIvIng bETwEEn mUmbAI And bERlIn.

www.ratnadeepgopaladivrekar.com

ARtISt
Ratnadeep gopal adivrekar
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AfteR exHIBItINg HIS cAPtIvAtINg 
and enthralling works at prestigious 
places like deutsch oper Berlin, 
UnEsco 2nd global forum and 
sculpture square gallery, singapore, to 
name a few; Mumbai and Berlin-based 
artist Ratnadeep gopal adivrekar is 
back home. the artist visited Mumbai 
after a 10-year long gap with a solo 
show presenting 13 spellbinding works 
comprising of oils, paper works and 
interactive video installation. the show 
titled parallax Views is based on visual 
and philosophical interpretation of the 
concept of ‘parallax’, a displacement or 
difference in the apparent position of 
an object viewed along two different 
lines of sight. the 40-year old artist 
grew up in Mumbai and graduated from 
sir JJ school of arts in 1997. he is the 
recipient of several prestigious awards 
like the governors prize, the harmony 
award for Best Emerging artist and the 
Bendre-hussain scholarship. his 
important solos include the golden Ear 
(a tribute to Wagner), discourses of 
prismatic truths, allegories of talking 
Road and Imprints amongst others. at 
his recent exhibition, his artwork 
depicts a socio-cultural perspective 
which draws references from the 
juxtaposition of history of art, politics, 
science and philosophy, yet each has no 
overbearing presence on the other. 
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PRoduct deSIgNeRS AzuSA 
Murakami and alexander groves of 
london-based studio swine work 
with an unconventional material — 
luscious locks of hair — to create 
designs that are a response to the 
slowly declining natural resources. 
the human hair is a raw material that 
grows along with the growing 
population. It also grows sixteen times 
faster than the trees used for tropical 
hardwood. therefore, for the hair 
highway project, the designers 
travelled to china to visit a hair 
market in shandong (largest in the 
world). studio swine created a series 
of products such as decorative boxes, 
vases, trinket holders, inlayed screens 
and the base for a combined mirror 
and dressing table to show off its 
properties and change bias about 
using human hair in products. the 
process for the final product begins 
with the hair being sorted, brushed, 
dyed and bundled before shipping. to 
create the items, the strands were laid 
out flat in a thin layer and coloured 
resin is poured over the top. once set 
into a solid block, the material acts 
like tropical hardwood. It is then 
sawed into sections and glued back 
together to create patterns from the 
different colours.

PRoduct deSIgNeRS

azusa Murakami and 
alexander groves

www.studioswine.com

STUdIo SwInE mARRIES TRESSES And RESIn To cREATE hAIR hIghwAy pRodUcTS.
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Roundabout

ARchITEcT SonA REddy, ThE foUndER And cREATIvE hEAd of ThE hydERAbAd-
bASEd lIfESTylE bRAnd Room ThERApy ShARES hER dESIgn joURnEy wITh US.

When in your life did this passion for design engulf you?  
probably in school when the only thing I did with all my heart 
was arts and crafts and a subject called geometry! 
 
After working for over four years in the field of 
architecture and construction in the States, what  
made you return to India and set up your decor store, 
Room therapy?
Well, life plans certain things for you. cliche! I got married and 
was forced to move to hyderabad. the city is great but lacked 
decor stores where I could find products for my own projects 
and hence the big move. 
 
In Indian design, a war is waging between traditional 
aesthetics and contemporary sensibilities. What 
according to you is the way ahead? 
I think we are in the most perfect place. I love mixing old and 
new and Indian and European/asian. I think the future looks 
beautiful with a mix of tradition and modernism. that being 
said, some things remain classic and a few traditional elements 
will never go out of fashion.
 
Which is that one essential element found all across 
your work… be it product or space design.
traditional elements — be it traditional tiles and inlay work on 
furniture, walls and flooring. I just can’t get enough of Indian 
elements. It’s innate. 
 
At Room therapy, do you also provide turnkey solutions 
to homeowners? What is the way forward for Room 
therapy? Will you open more stores across India?
I’d love to open a store by the beach. that’s my ideal 
workspace. as of now we are concentrating on hyderabad. We 
are changing the world one room at a time and as of now one 
city at a time. We do provide complete solutions. the main aim AN
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oN A lIgHteR Note...

How do you unwind? 
I come back home and play with my 
dogs for an hour atleast. Best part of  
my day. 
 
your quirkiest, most unusual 
inspiration?  
a kid’s birthday party I went to. I just fell 
in love with the colours and textures 
used. I don’t know why; but I know I 
secretly use that colour combination  
a lot. 
 
A movie you keep going back to?  
finding nemo. 
 
A song you are humming… 
carla Bruni, Quelqu’un m’a dit. 
 
the title of your autobiography 
would be?  
It’s all in the thERapY.

at Room therapy was to have a store that can 
help furnish most of the house if not all without it 
looking like you bought all this stuff from one 
store. We have a certain style but it’s not 
permanent. We plan to change and evolve with 
time and the need.
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Roundabout

fIvE fRonT loAdERS ThAT USE AboUT hAlf ThE AmoUnT of wATER And EnERgy 
AS convEnTIonAl, Top-loAdIng wAShIng mAchInES.

HigH Five!
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electRolux 
the time Manger front load 
Washer comes with some special 
features. It synchronizes with the 
dirt level of the clothes to save 
energy and time; has a indicator 
display to show the program, 
washing step, temperature 
control, spin control and time 
control and seven unique 
washing programs. the light in 
the interior drum allow users to 
easily load and unload laundry.  
` 1,49,100

MIele 
With a 7 kg honeycomb drum 
this stylish washing machine has 
a low energy consumption of 
1.05 kWh. Besides that it also has 
a sleek design that allows users 
to place this cleaning machine 
anywhere in the home. It also 
comes with a lcd display and 
user-friendly programs such as 
“stains option”. as for the speed, 
with a 1600 rpm it cleans your 
clothes quickly and gently. 
` 2,59,990

goReNJe 
this 9 kg washing machine (W9845i) is based on senso care 
technology which provides the formula for specialized washing  
of all kinds of fabrics. the machine has special features like 
perfect black (for black laundry), ultra-white (developed for 
delicate synthetics, silk and nylon), bio wash (for green biological 
detergents), night wash (has a silent operation), eco care  
(low water and energy consumption) and allergy care  
(removes allergens).
` 76,000

lg 
the 17 kg steam Washer is 
envisioned to redefine washing 
experience — the machine is 
designed to wash more clothes 
per load saving time and 
energy. this front loading 
washer dryer has  programs 
such as — refresh, allergy care, 
duvet, easy care, cotton eco, 
cotton, sport wear, wool, quick 
30, rinse+spin, wash+dry, and 
dry only. to give that perfect 
wash, it comes with five 
washes, rinse and dry option.
` 1,29,490
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fISHeR & PAyKel 
this front loading Intelligent 
Washer powered by smart drive 
technology has fewer parts (no 
belt and pulley) and can sense 
and respond to each load, 
delivering exceptional clothes 
care. the machine  comes with a 
quick vortex wash cycles, which 
speeds up the cleaning process 
so most cycles take less than an 
hour to complete. the smart 
touch control delivers expert 
wash every time. Unlike other 
front loaders this one can be 
installed with both hot and cold 
water inlets. 
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ThE mEdIA:ScApE loUngE wITh hood fRom STEElcASE pRovIdES An InTImATE 
EnvIRonmEnT foR focUSEd woRk And onE-on-onE mEETIngS In An offIcE.

pick of the Month
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ThE pRodUcTIvE cocoon   

A ReceNt WoRK SPAce PeRfoRMANce 
survey conducted by office furniture major 
steelcase revealed some interesting facts 
about modern work places. about 95 per cent 
employees mentioned that they need more 
space for “focused work” — wherein 40 per 
cent among them disclosed that they are 
completely deprived of it. this statistics was 
inspiring enough for steelcase to 
conceptualize and design a work zone which is 
not only motivating, but is also private and 
relaxing. thus was born, media:scape lounge 
with hood — a work cum lounging space 
which creates visual and physical boundaries 
to provide just enough privacy for multiple 
activities. so, here, an employee can indulge in 
one-on-one interactions, take a call, focus on a 

task at hand, or simply enjoy a relaxing 
time-out… all in one single space. the product 
consists of two components: a lounger 
(available in two-seater and three-seater 
options) and a hoodie which accommodates 
the lounger and provides a semi-tent feel. the 
fabric canopy is available in a range of styles 
and colours (more than 25 variants are in the 
offing). like all products from steelcase, right 
from materials, production, transportation and 
use, each element in the media:scape lounge 
with hood range is designed to reduce its 
impact on the environment. 

steelcase Worklife Bangalore, no 10 
cambridge Road, halasur, Bangalore 560008; 
tel: 30550300; Website: www.steelcase.asia 
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Discover a whole new world of opulence and charm, with the new range 
of exquisite decorative wall accents and wallpapers by the brand, for 
the festive season. The flamboyant baroque, rich brocades, lavish floral 
decorations, gold and silver interlacing strike the perfect balance 
between rich tradition and contemporary beauty. You can choose from 
a range of colours: plum, wine, ivory, fuchsia, blue, hazel, tangerine and 
much more.

Good earTh
Good Earth’s Samarqand Design Collection 2014-2015 
takes inspiration from the designs and crafts that 
originated and developed in the fabled city of Samarqand 
which lies at the heart of the Silk Route. The collection 
comprises of an array of lamps and lanterns inspired by the 
souks of the Middle East, silver and gold ceramic plates and 
glasses with the leitmotif of pomegranates or ‘Fruit of 
Paradise’. Luxurious silk cushions in ikat, brocade, 
embroidery and print, velvet and chenille cushions for the 
bed, vessels and platters handmade in metal, vases in 
crystal, fragrant candles and frankincense from Dhofar 
evoke memories of the merchandise that travelled across 
the Silk Route.

raViSh Vohra home 
The hand painted Festive Animal Collection is a 
quirky lot. Take for instance Steve or Jake — pugs 
with an attitude complete with stylish caps and 
sunglasses. You can also get a hold of El Torro  
and Sonia, majestic looking cattle, wearing a pair 
of chic golden boots. There’s even a royal 
elephant in the midst. Crafted in marmorin, each 
piece (read animal) is decorated with fancy 
costumes and exotic ornaments as if they were in 
a festive parade.

home WorKS
Interior designer Rubina Chhadha-owned Home Works has launched its new Center 
Table collection. Some of the latest designs in this collection include a minimalistic 
table carved out of pieces of wood and clad in  leatherette (` 25,000); a 
contemporary side table made in glass with a stunning mother-of-pearl stone top 
(` 35,000), while another one (featured here) has  a Burma teak wood base with 
laser-cut steel on top with a glossy polished finish (` 68,000).

funky accessories, 
beautiful rich fabrics and 
detailed furniture rule the 
roost this month.
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idUS
The furniture and accessories brand has launched their Luxurious Sofa 
Collection. On display are Mego, Valley, Vall, Klans and Jango. The 
highlighting features of the gorgeous Mego are the arms and back with 
leather clad metal strips, along with plush leather upholstery and fabric 
cushions. Valley is a modern take on a traditional chesterfield pattern, 
upholstered with chenille fabric with a deep cushioned back. Vall is a 
stunning sofa that features an integral seat cushion and a button-back 
quilted detailing. The Klans sofa is a retro seater with a rich leather 
base. Finally, there’s Jango, a fabric upholstered two-toned sofa perfect 
for those who are looking for casual but comfortable seating.

Swish List

JaboNG
Designer Krsna Mehta has designed an exclusive collection 
for Jabong — HermosoEspana. The range includes bed 
sheets, cushion covers, carpets and rugs. The assortment is 
articulated and conceptualized in three sub-collections.  
Malhar glorifies the beauty of Indian flora and fauna with 
motifs like peacocks, butterflies, elephants and camels. 
Dhaari highlights heritage motifs and designs with paisleys, 
medallions and ikats; while Nawab reflects on the rich 
Mughal traditions.

piel Sa
Spain’s luxury brand Piel SA brings to the Indian shores a stunning range 
of luxury blankets. Now you can dress your bed with blankets and 
bedspreads decorated with sophisticated patterns, minimalist 
embossed prints, timeless designs and a range of fun prints especially 
designed for the kid’s room. The new range amasses a wide range of 
emblematic designs, patterns and embossed prints intended to create 
romantic and welcoming environments that will endure in time. The 
blanket named Concentric is simple in appearance wherein the circles 
provide extra volume and harmony. The one named Flowers is the 
eternal ally to give a chic touch to any ambience and is available in green, 
red, purple and black colours.

STyle beaN
Style Bean has launched a range of printed cushion covers, 
tablemats and mugs for the festive season called Chev-
Ikat. The latest collection is a blend of modern patterns like 
Chevron with a traditional tinge inspired from ikat. The 
collection includes cushion covers starting at ` 900 for a 
pair, tablemats at ` 975 for a set of six and mugs for ` 250. 
These products will spruce up your living or work space 
and the colourful patterns will create an eclectic ambience.
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{ThingTank} Bazaar

Cool Tools
Before you chop, scoop and serve your favourite food, we bring to you 

quirky, bright and beautiful kitchen accessories and essentials that make 
cooking a whole lot easier and fun.

anchored by: Deepa Nair aND riDhi Kale; PhotograPhs: courtesy the BraNDs 

House Proud
This imported electric pizza oven 
is safe enough to use in the middle 
of your dining table. The oven top 
has a ceramic inside, terracotta on 
the outside and is designed to 
cook up to six 4” pizzas at once in 
about ten minutes. It comes with 
six spatulas to hold pizzas. 
` 7,999

Arttd’inox
A contemporary twist to the 
traditional Tumbler and Dabara 
used to serve the hot and frothy 
filter coffee in south India,  
the Kaapi Set is made from 
stainless steel. 
` 1,280 (set of two)
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House Proud
This stylish terracotta 
garlic roaster enables 
you to roast garlic 
bulbs to absolute 
perfection. It also 
features an easy  
grab garlic clove 
handle, vented lid and 
glazed interior tray for 
easy cleaning. 
` 999

Wonderchef 
The Perfect Dripless Oil or Vinegar bottle from the famous brand 
Trudeau is crafted from glass and is dishwasher safe. 
` 1,499 

Fashion and You
With the help of this bright yellow hen-shaped Enfin Egg 
Boiler, you can save time and energy. Made from PVC it 
comes in a red and white hue as well. 
` 749

Wonderchef 
The Manual Kitchen Timer from Trudeau made from plastic has an anti-
skid base and a 60-minute timer. It has a top and side visual display. 
` 1,099

Wonderchef
The bright 3-Eggs Yellow Separator attaches to most bowl sizes for a 
hands-free use and is created in plastic. It is dishwasher safe. 
` 399
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{ThingTank} BazaarBazaar

Arttd’inox
Place this pretty stainless steel box in your 
kitchen or dining and watch the space come to 
life. Part of the Gingko collection, the laser cut 
pattern on the box has been inspired by the 
Gingko leaf. This multipurpose box can be 
used for keeping tissues as well peppermints 
and is available in two styles. 
` 1,300 onward

Fabindia
Putting the fun in functional is this kitchen 
accessory, an embossed ceramic oil purer. 
` 760

House Proud
Whether you like it sunny side up, scrambled or as a delicious omelette, 
this ceramic egg pan with spatula is a great addition to your kitchen. 
` 1,800

Fashion and You
It looks like a humble pencil sharper but the 
Enfin Carrot Peeler is a great gadget that will 
reduce your work load in the cook room. It is 
made from PVC.  
` 399

Arttd’inox
Home cooked desi grub means using a lot 
of ghee. Now you can store it in a chic 
container called Ojas Ghee Pot made from 
stainless steel. 
` 1,200

Fabindia
Make your kitchen stand out and do your bit 
for Mother Earth with this hand painted 
recycled paper bowl. 
` 590
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House Proud
The Progressive Pepper Corer is a useful gadget that cores whole peppers quickly 
and easily. Simply insert the pepper corer and press to remove its core and seeds in 
one quick movement. 
` 599

Le Creuset
This five piece starter set is a perfect gift… this range of casseroles comes in a 
variety of shapes and sizes as well as an array of materials and colours. 
Price on request 

Fashion and You
If you hate chopping onions and other small veggies then 
the Enfin Chop Magic is just the thing for you. Its sharp 
blades can chop the toughest onions with ease. 
` 649

Wonderchef
The beautifully-crafted Paris Pepper Mill is available in two 
sizes: 22 cm and 27 cm and is crafted from beech wood. It 
comes in natural wood, white and black lacquered versions. 
` 3,480 onward
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Fashion and You
These stylish Salt and 
Pepper Shakers come 
with a Stand and Slice 
Holder. They have been 
crafted from stainless 
steel and glass. 
` 749 (set of four)

Fashion and You
If you love Japanese cuisine then this one’s 
perfect for you. The sushi roll maker turns the 
home cook into a master chef. 
` 399

Fab Furnish
Healthy breads also deserve a stylish basket. Featured 
here is the rust and yellow contemporary bread basket. 
` 224

Fashion and You
Making your gastronomic journey aesthetic is this cute 
Handi with a lid. 
` 1,299 (set of three)

House Proud
Chop and grind nuts or dry fruits with the Nut/Dry Fruit Chopper. A quick and tidy 
way to grind to your heart’s content, it measures up to 1.5 cups (350 ml). Other 
features include, fine and coarse grinding option, non-skid base and sharp blades 
that can chop through hard nuts like almonds with ease. It is dishwasher safe. 
` 1,249

Wonderchef
The very useful 
Trudeau Flex Pot  
Clip has an integrated 
slot for flat handle 
tools and is designed 
for all handle shapes. 
Made from silicone 
and stainless steel, 
this high heat-
resistant product will 
keep your counter  
top clean. 
` 699
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House Proud
The Progressive Prep Colander hooks over most stainless steel sink dividers and 
features small holes for rinsing fruit, rice and other grains. Its a seven cup (1.6 l) 
capacity container drains quickly and easily, while its feet and handle keep the 
colander off the bottom of the sink. 
` 849

Fashion and You
From a small balcony to a large lawn the Enfin 
Portable Barbeque with Skewers in black has 
been crafted from iron. 
` 849

Wonderchef
Made from ABS plastic, the colourful Trudeau 
Measuring Spoon Set of five pieces is a must have 
in your sparkling kitchen. 
` 299

Le Creuset
The vibrant heart-shaped Casseroles Cerise is available in a 
variety of hues and promises to last a lifetime. Get one for 
the kitchen today. 
Price on request

Wonderchef
No more bottle caps lying around your den or backyard! 
The Trudeau Bottle Cap Catcher in glass not only opens 
your bottle, but also catches the cap.  
` 999
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House Proud
Make small bread buns in the comfort of your home with 
this fantastic electrical bread maker called Mr Panino 
Bread Bun. 
` 4,440

Fab Furnish
Want to add an 
interesting yet useful 
accessory to your 
kitchen? Just grab a 
hold of Make My Day 
Purple Spatula and 
Scrapper, a set of  
two pieces is made 
from stainless steel 
and silicone. 
` 949

House Proud
Keep your herbs 
fresh in this special 
container called the 
Progressive Fresh 
Herb Keeper. 
` 1,399

Fashion and You
This one’s every cook’s dream. A Triple Paper Dispenser 
made of PVC allows you to conveniently place cling film, 
aluminium, foil and tissues in one apparatus. 
` 749

Eubiq India
Flexibility with a twist: the premium range of adaptors and 
power tracks are a definite must have in the any modern 
kitchen. Now, you can plug and use your appliances just 
about anywhere thanks to this innovative product.
Price on request

Wonderchef
For that perfect sunny side up, get home this Egg Ring 
Yellow from Trudeau made from silicone.
` 499

Bazaar
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House Proud
The ultimate kitchen gadget! The 6-in-1 Multi Opener 
easily opens jars, metal bottle caps, plastic bottle tops, 
pull-tabs, safety seals and bags. It has a soft grip coating 
for comfort during use. 
` 849

House Proud
The Progressive Cherry 
It Pitter makes removing 
stones effortless. This 
handy gadget quickly 
pits four small or large 
cherries at once, 
catching pits at its  
base. Spring loaded for 
ease of use, it also has a 
locking mechanism  
for safe and  
compact storage.  
` 1,399

House Proud
This Progressive Egg Separator sits over the 
edge of your bowl and separates whites from 
yolks in an instant. 
` 349

House Proud
Slice onions without tearing up with the Progressive Dice and Slice chopper. 
Price on request

Wonderchef 
The Alaska pepper mill from Peugeot is made from 
polycarbonate –acrylic and combines fun and vintage style 
with its curvy shape and round button. Available in 17 cm.  
` 4,680
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House Proud
Now you can wash your veggies and cut them 
over the basin thanks to the Progressive 
Expandable Cutting Board.
Price on request

Fashion and You
Become the life of the party with the Enfin Ice 
Crusher (made from PVC) that allows you to 
add crushed ice to interesting mocktails. 
` 749

House Proud
Use this chic and convenient container titled 
Progressive Collapsible Produce Keeper to 
stash food in the fridge or pantry. 
Price on request

House Proud
Called Progressive Egg Slicer, this nifty gadget 
is an all in one kitchen tool that will slice, 
wedge and halve the egg, strawberry or 
mushrooms. It is dishwasher safe. 
` 899

Wonderchef 
Have a party at your place and want 
sumptuous items to be served to your guests 
in a jiffy? Then get this GOT (gas oven 
tandoor) to dish out some delicious lip-
smacking food. 
Price on request 

Wonderchef
The Silicone Handle 
Grip and Pinch Grip 
are handy tools for 
every kitchen. This 
product from 
Trudeau has a  
secure anti-slip grip 
and has a high 
heat-resistance.
` 299 onward

Bazaar
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Wonderchef
Perfect for the table, the Trudeau Mini Manual Mill 2-in-1 
has two canisters… one grinds salt, the other pepper. It is 
made from silicone and glass. 
` 1,999

House Proud
This Progressive Collapsible Mini Funnel comes in very handy, especially when you 
are transferring liquid from one bottle to another. 
Price on request

Wonderchef
The Ballarini White 
Spice Magic Set is 
made from virgin 
aluminium and has a 
non-stick coating.  
It is free from  
PFOA, heavy  
metals and nickel.
` 3,290

House Proud
Use the Progressive Dual Peeler to peel away 
the toughest of skins. 
Price on request

Fab Furnish
Perfect for the modern kitchen this stainless steel Blueberry Bread Basket from 
Arttd’Inox gives out a chic contemporary vibe. 
` 1,114
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{DesignBytes} In Focus

From trends, innovative technology to space-saving  
storage and new-age materials, here’s a special guide to  

get you through your designing mission.
TexT: AlifiyA MehAMdAbAdwAlA PhoTograPhs: Courtesy the MAnufACturers

A  new kitchen is one of the 
most fulfilling gifts you can 
have at home. The soul of 
your abode, your kitchen is 
where the best of life 
happens. Other than 

cooking, you spend quality time having 
late-night talks, homework sessions and 
casual celebrations happen naturally. It’s 
also where you nurture your loved ones' 
souls and their bodies. So when it comes to 
revamping such an important space in the 
house, it can be a little daunting. But the 
market today understands your penchant 
for a high-tech personalized kitchen. 
Everyday new and innovative products, 
appliances, accessories and materials are 
being manufactured to suit your needs. To 
make matters easy, we at Better Interiors 
ask experts from the industry to list down 
the essentials and give a peek into the latest 
appliances to help you make that perfect 
new kitchen happen.

There are a number of factors that come 
into play when beginning your task. 
Therefore, before any kitchen project can 
begin, you have to research what you want, 
what you can actually have, and what would 
work best for you. The size and shape of the 
space available plays an important role on 
how efficiently it can be designed. “While 
everyone expects the same level of 
functionality from their kitchens, when it 
comes to planning and designing an ideal 
one, they want a specific and customized 
environment that best suits their needs,” 
says Taniya Bose, product manager – 
appliance, Hafele India. “Choosing the right 
kitchen hardware and manufacturing 
partners plays a very important role in 
delivering a functional yet customized 
kitchen,” she informs. It is however the 
budget that ties these two aspects. If you 
have to choose, spend money on top-grade 
design services rather than on upgraded 
materials. Invest up front in getting the floor 

Kitchen Fix 
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A hob unit, mini-refrigerator, cutlery 
drawers, sockets, chopping board 
and a pull-out work top form the 
minikitchen designed by Boffi and 
available with Studio Creo.
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{DesignBytes} In Focus

ToP One can choose a variety of materials and finishes (membrane, laminate, UV-coated, 
polymer, solid wood) for accessories and hardware in the modular kitchens available with 
Evok.

above LeFT Planned as per the working triangle and the 26-foot rule, the Cusine Regale 
range by Godrej Interio now make cooking enjoyable, convenient and hassle free. The 
products are termite- resistant and have sensor-integrated lights.

above rIghT This contemporary and stylish kitchen range called Immagina from 
Cucine Lube comes in pastels. With a range of innovative materials, handles and doors to 
choose from, it is an ideal option.

In Focus

plan and elements right. You can always 
upgrade to luxury surfacing materials later. At 
the same time, you should buy the most 
ergonomic products your budget can afford 
for maximum utility. 

The foundation of a good kitchen depends on 
three crucial factors: the design; the 
appliances and the materials used.

The PerFecT Look
The idea that continues to drive today’s 
kitchen design is individualism. Play with light, 
colours, textures, shapes, and watch them 
tumble wonderfully into place, forming a 
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ToP This stunning kitchen uses a selection of Fisher & Paykel's modern, ecologically sound appliances 
including some from the stand-out IZONA range. It also features two induction cook tops placed side-
by-side to optimize space plus an oversized OB76 wall oven to make dinner parties a breeze.

above Ortech’s modular kitchen systems consist of a sink, chimney, cabinets, shutters, shelves, 
carousels, pull-out units, baskets, base units, wall units and tall units, making them an ideal option.

cohesive whole that both indulges your 
personality and meets your everyday needs. 
However, certain factors need to be 
considered and choices need to be made. For 
instance, the path and distance between the 
refrigerator, stove, and sink (commonly known 
as the working triangle) determines the 
efficiency of this room. “There are exceptions 
to this rule,” explains Pawan Malhotra, MD, 
Cucine Lube India. “In single wall kitchens, it is 
geometrically impossible to achieve a true 
triangle — but efficiency can still be achieved 
through the configuration of the three items 
and how far apart they are.” 

Most resourceful designs fall into one of a few 
basic arrangements such as the L-shape. 
Here, there’s one long ‘leg’ housing two of the 
three basic appliances (range, fridge, sink)  
and one short ‘leg’ housing the other. There’s 
the U-shape with two ‘legs’ of equal length, so 
the range and fridge are opposite each other 
and the three appliances are equally 
distanced. Ajay Seth, COO, EVOK is of the 
opinion that “island, peninsula and heighted 
counter are very much in vogue. A U-shaped 
kitchen is  one of the most efficient 
arrangements, as it accommodates maximum 
kitchen utility items.”

Also, the formal, separate dining room has 
passed in and out of fashion over the decades, 
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but the option of eating in the kitchen has 
always had its own appeal. It’s also ideal for 
casual, fast-and space-crunched paced 
lifestyle. A breakfast bar will always look great. 
Meanwhile, a two-tiered peninsula can house a 
sink or cooktop on the lower kitchen side with 
room for two to four diners opposite. For large 
kitchens, or those that feature a natural 
alcove, dining tables that seat anywhere from 
four to 12 people are good too.

The innovative designs of Cuisine Regale 
modular kitchens launched by Godrej Interio 
can completely transform your cooking 
experience and make it convenient at the 
same time. This range is termite-resistant and 
has sensor-integrated lights. Cucine Lube 
India’s latest offering Immagina kitchen with 
its pastel shades and state-of-the-art 
worktop, drawers and fixtures is a stylish 
option as well. Taniya of Hafele India tells us 
“Apart from this, the right kind of furniture 
lighting within drawer units or cabinets,  
or at the base of over-head cabinets and  
at the plinths of the kitchen go a long  
way in providing the much needed  
visual convenience.”  

aPPLIance ready 
Innovation and technology have transformed 
the humble chore of cooking into a state-of-
the-art experience. Intelligent gadgets, 
internet-enabled products and motion sensors 
aren't just functional, but make work easier 
and organized. The leading brands in this 
sector are therefore coming up with new 
products such as touch screen cooktops, 
genius grill, in-built refrigerators and 
ultra-efficient dishwashers to suit the 
consumers’ sophisticated tastes. 

LeFT With a polar white high-gloss lacquer on its 
surface, the Systemat range of modular kitchens 
launched by Hacker has been designed to suit a 
modern lifestyle.

cenTer LeFT Now expand your culinary 
experiments with the built-in barbeque & deep 
fryer from Hafele.

cenTer rIghT Extremely hygienic and energy-
efficient, these dishwashers (part of the Nagold 
series) from Hafele sweep your dishes clean off 
any food residue or bacteria there by reducing 
the risk of disease.

beLoW The invisible cook top from Electrolux 
comes with an induction concept integrated 
beneath a large, seamless glass bench. The 
controls and zones are marked by illuminated 
lines and icons — so that it completely 
disappears when turned off.
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cLockWIse, From LeFT Miele’s free-standing 
wine conditioner mixes a stainless steel finish 
with telescopic wooden interior. Its features 
include the sommelier set, accessories box, active 
airclean charcoal filter and more.

Become a barista with Siemens’ fully automatic 
built-in coffee centre. It can prepare coffee, 
espresso, latte, cappuccino and all kinds of 
coffee-and-milk specialties. 

Faber’s Stilo Slim Plus DD LTW 90 hood  
comes with patented triple-layer baffle  
filters, soft touch controls with digital display  
and powerful suction.

Dark and seductive, this Electrolux Ebony 
fridge features a glossy black finish designed 
to coordinate with the Electrolux Ebony kitchen 
range. Highly energy efficient, it uses a more 
environmentally-friendly refrigerant (R600a), 
reducing its impact on the natural environment. 
Additionally, the multi-flow air delivery system 
will keep everything fresher for longer, 
minimizing food wastage.

The Exa multi-purpose kitchen sink from Nirali 
comes with detachable lids that cover unwashed 
vessels and can also double up as an extension of 
a kitchen platform.

The Electrolux Induction Cooktop is a safe, 
precise and powerful appliance. Its induction 
technology uses electromagnetic fields to 
transfer energy to the cooking pot which 
then converts it into heat generated at the 
base of the pan. The induction cooktop 
surfaces features touch slide options 
providing accurate temperature control. 
Miele’s Combi Steam oven offers 
exceptional convenience and flexibility, with 
nine cooking functions that include three 
grill options. By using the intuitive M Touch 
controls, household tasks can be done in 
elegant silence. Some of its other interesting 
features include the VitaSteam technology; 
Automatic Menu Cooking and Food Probe. 
Then there is Fisher & Paykel’s ceramic 
cooktop that provides a completely flat 
profile. High-speed ribbon elements heat up 
quickly and maintain an even temperature 
for faster cooking while the stylish dark 
ceramic glass surface is a breeze to clean. If 
you’re the kind that has friends over on 
weekends, then the built-in-barbeque from 
Hafele’s Nagold collection is ideal. 
Beautifully modern, its convenient-to-use 
barbeque gives you the much-desired 
variations while cooking. Made of high 
quality stainless steel and sporting easy 
front control knobs, it is durable, easy to 
operate and maintain.

The fume-sucking chimneys have now 
transformed into sleek and suave chandeliers. 
Such is the case with the Aura island hood 
from Miele India that is made from black glass 
and brilliant white powder-coated panels. Its 
features include electronic suction power 
regulation; halogen lighting, on-glass 
light-touch switches with LEDs for on/off. 
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above New Form has 
recently launched the 
D-rect kitchen faucet 
collection. The taps’ 
geometric forms and 
lacquered white finish 
look extremely stylish.

LeFT Stunning 
minimalism awaits 
your attention with 
the beautiful Miele 
Aura DA-7000 Island 
Cooker Hood. Having 
an elliptical white 
design with black 
panel glass on the 
sides, it is suspended 
above your cooking 
surface by almost 
invisible wires.

beLoW This sleek 
stainless steel kitchen 
sink launched by Jayna 
have been flawlessly 
engineered with 
modern elegance.

Interior designer Sonal Bhatia draws attention 
to the fact that, “If you are opting for a 
chimney, it should be a ductable one, and  
not the filter kind. Ensure that the outlet  
duct is planned correctly, following technical 
specs. Failing which there would be no  
suction, defeating the entire purpose of 
installing a chimney.”

While cooking may seem fun with these trendy 
and time-saving products, washing up is 
always cumbersome. Dishwashers from 
brands like Miele, Fisher & Paykel and 
Electrolux are designed to save time and a 
third of the amount of water used during 
manual procedures. Miele’s Generation 6000 
dishwasher comes with M Touch Control, 3D 
Cutlery Tray, AutoOpen drying function and 
EnergySave programme. Hafele’s Serene FI 14 
(part of Nagold) has advanced electronic 
controls, an adjustable basket and six 
programs. The Wine conditioner by Miele is a 
must-have for wine connoisseurs. Its precise 
temperature and humidity control keeps the 
alcohol in optimal condition while the 
sommelier set allows you to decant drinks and 
prepare it for serving within the unit itself. 
Stylish and distinctive kitchen faucets will 
always add sophistication to any space. The 
D-Rect faucets by Newform are not only 
gorgeously-shaped and fashionable but also 
offer innovative technology: Chrome metal 
and brightly coloured LEDs are the key 
features, which integrate a temperature-
sensitive system to change the shade of water 
depending on how warm it is.

Sanjeev Wadhwa, country manager, Fisher & 
Paykel adds, “We have noticed that people live 
out of drawers. Hence, we have created the 
innovative CoolDrawers: a multi-temperature 
refrigerator in a drawer form. The product 
allows easy access and the ergonomics at play, 
cut down on the movements made”. Apart 
from the usual, the kitchen of modern times 
comes equipped with appliances for 
entertainment too such as TV units and music 
systems. The Harman-Kardon kitchen 
maestro music system is specially designed for 
kitchen that makes use of shutters as 
speakers and is available in India through 
Grandeur Interiors.

maTerIaL magIc
The modern consumer likes a kitchen that is 
clutter-free and classy and the materials used 
for the flooring, counter-top and cabinets goes 
a long way in achieving the desired look. 
Parushni Aggarwal, owner & creative director, 
Studio Creo feels that “Hardwood flooring is a 
good option for the kitchen. It is durable, nice 
underfoot and contrast of dark floors and 
lighter kitchen cabinets can go really well. 
Mexican terrazzo tile can add a festive 
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cLockWIse, From LeFT Del Tongo’s Fenix NTM finish (available with 
Grandeur Interiors) is an ideal surface material due to its scratch-resistant 
quality. It has the ability to be completely anti-fingerprint, hygienic and 
suitable for contact with food.

You can store around 10 bottles on the Blum spice holder and transport it 
easily. It can be put on the work surface for access as well. 

Wooden Partages offered by Sleek are adjustable inserts in the drawer that 
offer amazing utility in keeping fruits and vegetables separately.

The Libell Extendo drawer shelves available with Ebco combine  
direct access through the front of the shelf with an excellent overview 
of shelf contents.
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south-western flavour to your kitchen walls, 
Saltillo tile brings a softer, more pastoral look, 
and mosaic tile in the form of glass, metal, and 
ceramic tile (or a combination) can transform 
any kitchen into a work of art”. Fenix NTM by 
Del Tongo (available with Grandeur) is a 
revolutionary new kitchen finish, developed as 
a result of nanotechnology research and 
development. This new extra matte finish is 
scratch-resistant, anti-fingerprint, anti-static 
and anti-bacterial. However, the standout 
feature for this finish is its ability to self-heal 
scratches on its surface by simply applying 
heat. “For the counter tops, quartz is my pick. 
It is non-porous, and can be sealed to be 
doubly cautious” says Sonal. 

Today’s is not a mere utility space in the home 
but has become the heart of the household. 
Cooking and related chores have become 
increasingly easy and multiple options are at 
your disposal. These designs and smart 
appliances will make you want to have a 
swanky kitchen in your own house. Now you 
know how to make the kitchen that is right 
for you! 

ToP LeFT These soft closing drawers available with Sleek are for silent 
and effortless controlled closing action.

ToP rIghT Ebco offers the Convoy Libido wide larder units for optimum 
accessibility from three sides. The shelves have infinite height adjustment 
so one can easily adapt their dimensions to suit their needs.

above The Orga-line aluminium foil dispenser by Hafele cuts easily and 
quickly. It can be used from the drawer or the work-top
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W
hat happens when 
furniture giant Godrej 
Interio launches a 
unique campaign 
called Upload & 
Transform (U&T) 

which allows consumers a chance to get their 
house transformed for free? The proposal is 
so inviting that they are swamped with 
requests from everyone; and that would also 
include celebrities. When Bollywood actor 
Sonu Sood heard about the U&T Campaign, he 
could not resist contacting the team at Godrej 
Interio to revamp his abode in Moga, 
Chandigarh. The actor’s house went through a 
complete makeover as part of Godrej Interio’s 
U&T Season 3 campaign. 

Apparently, Sonu’s plans of renovating his 
house came to a standstill after he lost his 
mother a few months back.  “My mother was 
my sole strength,” says the actor. “The 

thought of renovating the house without her 
brought everything to a grinding halt. It was 
only after a while; I took up the idea of 
renovating the house to complete what I 
begun. However, no opportunity came along 
that clicked. When it came to Godrej Interio’s 
U&T campaign, they understood the thought 
process that went behind each idea and were 
able to translate it perfectly into something 
that the consumer had envisioned. I am elated 
to have taken this venture with Godrej Interio,” 
he concludes.  

Though the talented team of designers at 
Godrej Interio spruced up the entire house, we 
were particularly drawn to the smart 
remodelling of the kitchen. Godrej Interio got a 
detailed brief from Sonu where he specified 
the need for a kitchen which could take the 
wear and tear of a typical Punjabi household’s 
cooking with oil and masalas. As the actor 
frequently has guests at home, a special 

Actor

Sonu Sood
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storage unit was required to store crockery, 
groceries and large pots and pans. But most 
importantly, he wanted a modular kitchen 
which would ward away termites, a pesky 
nuisance for most North Indian homes. 
Stain-free and easy-maintenance were other 
qualities that needed to be focused on as well. 

Accordingly, the designers at Godrej Interio 
suggested steel framework and shutters for 
the modular kitchen as the metal is resistant to 
all pests and does not allow termite and 
cockroach infestation. Taking into 
consideration Sonu’s love for wooden textures 
and the fact that the kitchen is placed next to 
window which bathes the room in ample 
sunlight; a citrusy hue coupled with bamboo 
textured shutters were introduced. This colour 
and material combination imparts a clean, 
minimal and warm look to the kitchen. As for 
storage, accessories like magic corner, plate 
sorters, spice rack holders… helped organize 

and optimize space. An additional unit to store 
special crockery was also made available to 
the family. The transformation to the end 
result was surprising to say the least. 

Anil Mathur, COO Godrej Interio says, “That’s 
precisely the idea behind the U&T Campaign. 
We are always looking at ways to connect with 
our consumers and delight them with lovely 
surprises. With this campaign, Godrej Interio 
innovatively engages its consumers but also 
reiterates their commitment towards 
transformation. The brand is synonymous to 
transforming spaces with its high design 
quotient products.” Thanks to Godrej Interio, 
just about anyone can participate and get a 
room of their choice transformed.”  

For more details, visit  
www.myhometransformation.com

Armed with a magic wand, the talented team of designers 
at Godrej Interio breathes new life into the kitchen of the  

celebrated actor Sonu Sood at Moga in Chandigarh.

PhotogrAPh: courtesy godrej interio

A DreAm 
Kitchen 



Now you can cook up a storm in the kitchen. This stainless steel kitchen 
concept from the design team at Arttdínox brings together form with function 

and simplicity with modern classicism. Clean lines, spurts of colour through 
accessories and textured surfaces make it a cut above the rest.

ANCHORED BY: RIDHI KALE;  PHOTOGRAPHS: ATUL PRATAP CHAUHAN;  LOCATION: COURTESY ARTTDINOX, NEW DELHI

Cooking 
Paradise

{DesignBytes} Techniques{DesignBytes} Techniques
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Techniques

1 Made from high-resistant stainless 
steel, the Dome Canister has a  
textured top which draws its  
design inspiration from traditional  
Mughal architecture; ` 1,485 (big),  
` 900 (small).

2  Interesting and hue-heavy mugs are a 
great way to add colour into the cook 
room. Featured here are ceramic mugs 
with a stainless steel cover and sieve 
called Tuk-Tuk; ` 1,680 (set of two).

3 This pretty stainless steel tray called 
Carry On is part of the Pink Panther 
collection; ` 1,275.

1

4

3

2
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6 Use this stainless steel spoon holder with 
cute birds made on to stack, stash and store 
your cutlery; ` 1,550.

7  Eat your favourite grub with the Swing 
Cutlery set that comprises of forks, knives, 
and big and small spoons;  
` 8,000 (24 pieces)

8 Place your veggies in this stylish stainless 
steel container called the Mushroom bowl;  
` 670.

4  Your spirits will soar high with the Beer 
Nation Mug made from stainless steel. 
Engraved on it are popular salutations (such 
as cheers) in several languages. 

5  This technologically advanced colourful 
cookware is the latest addition to the brand. 
It comes with a three-ply, which means, one 
layer of aluminium has been sandwiched 
between two layers of stainless steel... this 
ensures food is cooked evenly; ` 2,350 
(yellow), ` 1950 (red).

9 The Island Kitchen is made from 100 per 
cent stainless steel. What sets it apart 
from the others is the fact that is termite, 
fungus and pest-resistant. Since it is 
made of stainless steel, this kitchen is 
ideal for places where humidity is  
high. To clean it, all you need is a wet  
cloth. The entire unit is customizable;  
` 8,00,000 onward.

Unlisted prices are on request. Prices are subject 
to taxes wherever applicable.

6

5
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Alluring Spaces
Two beautiful homes and a restaurant where dining is soulful... three distinct 
spaces that are bound by a common thread of innovation and style.

à  The Frame House designed by Gaurav Roy Choudhury Architects 
in Bangalore is a contemporary social statement which is rooted in 
sensibility and questions stereotypes. 

à  How charming can simple materials be? Yours answers will be best answered 
by Usine Studio in their design for a beautiful Vadodara apartment.

à  Architect Arthur Casas creates an extraordinary ambience at the Kaa 
restaurant in Sao Paulo, Brazil, which heightens the sensory experience of 
dining and makes it truly pleasurable.
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{CentreStage} Habitat

Visual frames become the highlight of this project by Gaurav Roy 
Choudhury Architects that’s home to a distinctive Bangalore-based family.

TexT: Kruti ChoKsi Kothari; PhoTograPhs: shamanth J Patil; Courtesy the arChiteCt 

Framed and 
Cornered



Edgar Degas’ artwork 
adds a contemporary 
edge to the subtle 
living room which 
accommodates  
a piano for the 
couple’s daughter.
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HabitatHabitat

e
ach new situation requires new 
architecture, said the legendary 
architect Jean Nouvel. So it’s no 
wonder then that a grand home 
requires the right proportion of 
design elements backed by a 

rational concept. While maintaining a 
contemporary appeal, the Frame House  
by Gaurav Roy Choudhury Architects  
spread in these pages, establishes its own 
visual vocabulary. 

A young family approached architect Gaurav 
Roy Choudhury to realize their dream home 
by renovating a 2,600-square-foot duplex in 
Bangalore. “The design process started even 
before the actual construction of the building 
was incepted,” explains the architect. “This 
gave us an upper hand wherein we could 
suggest customized changes to the design 
and understand the clients better. The lull 
period of the project was utilized in 
discussing intricate details for the house with 
the family.” He further adds, “This first 
exercise surfaced the family’s liberal 
mind-set. Their take on life was whimsical, 
yet responsible. Their stresses, releases, 
passions, interactions, experiences and 
rituals, all had to be combined into the house 
to reflect a unique lightness.” 

archiTecT

Gaurav Roy Chaudhary

When it came to the apartment itself, the 
architects had to transform the home to suit 
their clients. The original space was dark and 
gloomy with the only source of natural light at 
the north facade, which unfortunately was 
blocked at the upper level. Gaurav 
circumvented the problem by shifting the 
cut-out towards the double-height dining 
space to absorb the sun light which then 
spread everywhere. “This north light became 
an important binding agent, as it soaked into 
the house without any shadows and 
dramatics, exactly as we had envisaged,”  
says Gaurav. 

The architect has always aimed to articulate a 
client’s requirements, taking a project brief 
from the ‘said’ to the ‘unsaid’. Following his 
bachelor’s degree in architecture at Kamla 
Raheja Vidyanidhi Institute for Architecture 
and Environmental Studies (KRVIA) in Mumbai, 
Gaurav trained with the legendary architect 
Dean D’Cruz in Goa.  Gaurav received first 
hand experience of the practical world while 
working on a range of projects over a period of 
more than two years at Mathew and Ghosh 
Architects, Bangalore. At his firm, Gaurav Roy 
Choudhury Architects each project is taken up 
with an enthusiasm curbed by rational 
methodology. His designs are not about 

above lefT The original cut-out 
at the upper level is shifted towards 
the double-height dining space to let 
daylight filter through the house.

above righT The dramatic volume 
of the dining room allows it to be a 
catalyst in achieving harmony through 
a seamless look.
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As one walks through 
the house, the frames 
stuck on the surface 
overlap differently 
creating varied 
intersections and 
occurrences.
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MaTerials
stair treads Black flamed granite 
Kitchen Granite top with ply and 
laminate box work flooring strips of 
kota stone at entry, vitrified tiles, 
hardwood, yellow sandstone Walls Paints 
Windows uPVC windows

clocKWise, froM ToP lefT The raised 
landscaped court scales down the house by 
acting as a middleman between the upper 
and lower levels. It’s also a wonderful sensory 
experience while making the trip upstairs. 

The main entrance welcomes visitors with a Max 
Buri artwork, leading to the central transition 
spine of the house.

The living room and the kitchen become the 
peripheral frames of the dining space with their 
distinctive colours and narratives.

mediocrity or lines drawn prematurely. They 
exhibit subtlety and secure design concepts.  

As for the project at hand, it’s aptly titled the 
Frame House. The objects, rituals, stories and 
movements of the residents take the 
foreground and the house, as a backdrop, in 
turn becomes the facilitator for them. All the 
surfaces, heights and distances were 
measured and divided into an invisible 
parametric grid, which allowed capturing this 
backdrop. This parametric grid was 
overlapped with the volumes and transitions 
within the house to derive the frames. These 
frames were then composed and 
conceptualized to accommodate the distinctive 
expression of every individual of the family, in 
this space. They floated within its realm as 
markers of ritualistic composition wherein all 
were connected with each other to form a 
three-dimensional lattice of soft dialogue.

The form is crafted as a continuous surface, in 
which these frames are embedded, becoming 
the cupboards, walls, partitions and general 
layers of the house on which light dances. 
Journeying through the home, the frames 
stuck on this surface overlap differently 
creating varied intersections and occurrences. 
The architects ensured flexibility of the house 
to open or close as desired so that loops may 
be created. It all starts with the two entrances 

 — one for the visitors at the front and 
another from the basement parking. The 
former welcomes guests with a huge Max Buri 
painting. The linear transitional area leads to 
the cluster of the double-height dining space, 
living room and kitchen. The sheer volume of 
dining space becomes part of everything on 
the upper floor and acts as a catalyst towards 
achieving a cohesiveness that harmoniously 
unifies all spaces. 

The living room and the kitchen become the 
peripheral frames as they settle down with 
their distinctive colours and narratives. The 
former opens towards the beautifully 
landscaped north garden that’s flushed with 
natural light and fresh air. Gorgeous artwork by 
artist Edgar Degas provides the perfect edge 
to the subtlely designed and styled living room 
which also holds a beautiful piano within it.

Gaurav’s ability to conceptualize the 
volumetric experiences and three-dimensional 
compositions is spectacular. Every inch of 
space, corner or niche is optimized to the 
fullest. It’s provided with equal parts detailing 
and functional attributes. It truly establishes 
that god is in the details. For instance, the 
otherwise redundant space alongside of the 
staircase is treated as a raised garden court 
incorporating greenery into the home. 
It not only scales down the house by creating 
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coNcePT: the Frame house is conceived to become the backdrop, captured in frames which are composed to accommodate 
distinctive expression of the individuals of the family becoming the foreground.
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an intermediate position between the upper 
and lower levels but also makes the 
experience of vertical movement more 
sensory. The steel staircase, designed as a 
compression and tension cantilever further 
provides rhythm. The overall composition is 
deepened with the addition of a print  
of Monet.

While there is a guest room on the lower level, 
the upper level holds the master bedroom with 
its study, wardrobe and bathroom on one side 
and daughter’s bedroom on the other. The 
child’s space opens to a verandah and also 
overlooks the double-height dining area.  “This 
was an exciting situation,” says Gaurav. “The 
wall towards the double-height dining space is 
designed as a vernal element which would 
embrace her space while maintaining a visual 
connectivity with the lower level when desired. 
The wall becomes a play niche at the bottom 
and a study on the top, creating frames with 
interesting juxtaposition,” remarks Gaurav. The 
proportion and theme for the furniture in all the 

clocKWise, froM ToP lefT 
With its warm wooden flooring, the 
AV room can be enclosed or opened 
as per need. 

The otherwise auxiliary space 
alongside of the staircase is 
transformed into a raised garden 
court that incorporates greenery 
into the home. 

The bathroom is very simple, but 
gets a bit of jazz from the metallic 
tiles used in the backdrop of the 
mirror.

The bright pink colour of daughter’s 
room highlight the details of the 
space, making it an underlying tone 
rather than a glaring element. 

bedrooms are derived from the frames 
composed.  Each space has a distinctive colour 
palette. So the guest bedroom is done in sage 
green, master bedroom has ochre yellow and 
daughter’s bedroom sports bright pink. These 
shades emerge as expressions in the grooves, 
making them an underlying tone rather than a 
glaring element. The homogenous white base 
and tint of wood strikes soothing harmony 
across the home.  

The Frame House is a contemporary social 
statement rooting itself in sensibilities and 
questioning stereotypes, which seem to plague 
homeowners. It is inspired by the client’s take 
on life and then pragmatically taken to a more 
complex form of understanding through 
physical manifestation through details. 
“Houses have always been fundamentally 
viewed by us as social haunts,” says Gaurav. 
“This project is formed from the same string 
but has been pushed to a level of rich subtlety 
and benevolent presence which can say a lot in 
whispers.” We couldn’t agree more. 

facT file: Project the Frame house area: 2,600 sq ft location Vaishnavi orchids, 
off sarjapur road, Bangalore cost of Project  ̀   26,00,000 Principal architect Gaurav 
roy Choudhury co-ordination sushil Kumar civil ravikumar interiors interiors espania 
electrical achu P enterprises
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Smart Picks
A Home by GAUrAv roy CHoUdHUry ArCHiTeCTS

accessorization 
is key
The architects have 
spruced up this 
otherwise boring 
linear passage with 
an interesting design 
element to create a 
visual focus. The 
architect has cleverly 
accentuated the 
movable enclosure 
with a quirky spray 
painting, viewed even 
from the lower level, 
thereby infusing an 
element of quirkiness 
in the entire 
composition. In the 
same vein, one 
highlight can change 
the whole look of a 
drab space.

Visual connection
A wall can be much more than just 
an enclosure.  Here, the solid 
surface is perforated to establish 
a visual connectivity between the 
daughter’s bedroom at upper 
level and double height dining 
space as the lower level.  Space 
utilisation is optimised by treating 
the wall to become a play niche at 
the bottom and a study on the 
top. Similarly, play around with 
partitions to ensure seamlessness 
in the home.

Frame for 
thought
When multiple frames 
of vision are created 
within a confined 
space, an element of 
ambiguity and interest 
can be generated.  
The duplex apartment 
is designed to achieve 
frames by dividing the 
surfaces into invisible 
parametric grid 
overlapped with 
volumes. As viewed 
from different 
junctions of the 
house, the frames 
stuck on this surface 
overlap differently 
creating varied 
intersections and 
occurrences.

HabitatHabitat
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The residence finds strength in 
simple, carefully orchestrated 
compositions. Here, a painstakingly 
carved chair holds centrestage. At 
the backdrop are a simple console 
adorned with select objects and an 
interestingly designed timepiece.
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Triumphing over budget restrictions and an ‘untouchable’ spatial 
configuration, Usine Studio create a charming apartment in Vadodara 

that revels in clever usage of simple materials.

TexT: Rupali SebaStian; PhoTograPhs: tejaS Shah; couRteSy uSine Studio

A TAle 
Simply Told

archiTecTs

Yatin Kavaiya and
Jiten Tosar

A tale can be told in a 
grandiose turn of phrase, or 
it can be related simply, 
lucidly and with restraint. 
There are takers for both 
types of narratives. So it is 

with design. There are the worshippers of the 
glitz, opulence and ostentation. And there are 
the followers of a more muted vocabulary, one 
that is subtle yet does its job aesthetics wise. 
The owners of this 31/2 BHK, 1,700-square-
foot apartment in Vadodara belong to the 
latter breed. “The brief given to us was quite 
clear: they wanted a space which would be 
serene and cosy and interiors that were 
elegant and not gaudy. The ambience they 
sought was subtle, not extravagant; but at the 
same time they did not wanted it to be dull,” 
says Yatin Kavaiya of Usine Studio which was 
commissioned the interiors of the apartment. 
For Yatin and his partner Jiten Tosar, the 
attraction of the project lay in its challenges: a 
high level of aesthetic on a budget; a 

contemporary feel laced with a hominess; and 
a meaningful space without having the 
freedom to re-articulate it in any manner.

“It is difficult to design a space that is refined, 
contemporary and elegant while having a 
strict budget and a layout where in any sort of 
modulation is out of bounds. But we converted 
these limitations into our strengths. To 
achieve a desired aesthetic, it is not necessary 
to use expensive materials, but it is important 
that whatever has to be done, is done with 
accuracy, precision and finishing. Moreover, 
we wanted to render a clean-lined, spacious 
look but were adamant about not wanting an 
all-white, stark ambience. The biggest 
challenge was to use these small spaces in 
such a way that all the client requirements 
were fulfilled, yet the spaces themselves did 
not appear cluttered,” says Jiten.

Spatially speaking, the lay of the land is quite 
simple. The flat opens into a small entry foyer 



HabitatHabitat
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Blessed with a balcony that spans 
its length, the living room receives 
ample sunlight. However, the 
artificial lighting strategy employs 
LEDs in the ceiling and pendant and 
floor-standing lamps.



{CentreStage} Habitat

clockwise, from lefT The entry foyer 
features an elegant console and an eye-catching 
mirror frame against a wooden panel. A metal 
hanging lamp creates a beautiful sciography on 
the warm tones of the wall cladding.

The living room from the dining area end. An 
accent wall, painted in a moss green textured 
paint from Oikos, lends depth to the space.  

The compact 5’ 6” x 4’ powder room sees a 
cladding of composite Italian marble till 4’, with 
the rest of the wall area being painted in a dual 
colour Oikos paint. The ledge and the washbasin, 
too, are made of the same composite material. A 
geometric brass mirror frame adds a point 
of interest.

The half bedroom of this apartment is a mutli-
purpose area, fulfilling the functions of a pooja 
area and a study with a seating for two.

The pooja area niche is treated with a yellow 
back-painted glass, which is balanced by a 
similarly-hued standing against a wall treated 
with light grey wallpaper.

9 8  BETTER INTERIORS  N OV E M B ER 2 0 1 4
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coNcePT: to play with simple materials to attain different look in this modern apartment. to use clean lines, yet stay away from 
an all-white, stark ambience.
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maTerials

walls Royal paint (asian paints) accent 
wall (living room) oikos wardrobe 
finish pu colour furniture burma teak 
wood and burma teak veneer with 
melamine polish study area back 
painted coloured glass flooring 32”x 
48” vitrified tile with 3-mm spacers           
Upholstery Mostly cotton mix (sofas); 
linen sheers (living room); satin-finish 
black out (bedrooms).

Like the other spaces in this home, the bedrooms are tastefully 
elegant and simple without being run-of-the-mill.

that, in turn, opens into a living/dining area 
— which receives copious amounts of sunlight 
thanks to a balcony that spans its entire 
length. Across the dining section lies the 
kitchen, from where a passage leads to the 
private spaces (the study and three bedrooms 
with ensuite washrooms).   

The entire flat has been given a barely-there 
beige colour to keep the base light and 
seamless. On this canvas, have been ‘loaded’ 
colours by way of upholstery, paintings and 
carefully selected artefacts. “The strength of 
the design is that every element in this flat 
seems to be well thought-out and appears 

Habitat
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this section.” In the master bedroom, the 
8-foot-long wardrobe shutters receive a 
carving of a bird of paradise flower motif, 
coloured to match the shutter, so that it 
appears as a reverse embossing, subtle, 
yet alluring...

This, then, is the tale of this abode. A narrative 
that is constructed on building blocks of 
perfection, precision, attention to detail, 
selective display and carefully crafted 
compositions. Showcasing sensitivity to 
balance and design, this apartment is a 
wonderful example of how simplicity and style 
can create a home.  

facT file: client Mayur thakkar 
location alkapuri, Vadodara 
area 1,700 sq ft Principal architects 
yatin Kavaiya and jiten tosar interior 
contractors perfect interiors

The master bedroom 
has understated 
warmth, due to the 
dark tones of wood 
and silk-finish bed 
back. Bright cushions 
add liveliness as 
well sophistication.

exactly where it should be,” muses Yatin. 
Careful consideration has been given to both 
macro and micro elements. For instance, 
rather than picking up furniture off-the-shelf 
and being done with it, the designers have 
painstakingly customized each and every 
piece, adding accents and details that bestow 
each one with its own charm. “Broadly 
speaking, we have used simple materials such 
as vitrified tile, painted walls, wood and metal 
which are easily available and not very 
expensive. To achieve the desired look, we 
gave due thought to furniture detailing. We 
also kept a check that everything was 
precisely executed on site,” reveals Yatin.

Examples of attention to detail abound. For 
instance, in the foyer, a laser-cut metal lamp 
creates an attractive sciography on a wood 
backdrop, an effect that is amplified by the 
wall-mounted mirror nearby. In the living 
room, the lacquered centre table, constructed 
out of a 6-mm-thick MS plate, features a 
wooden inset that serves as a base to display 
artefacts. Next to it, is a painstakingly carved 
wooden chair, whose charm lies miles ahead of 
a store-bought one. In the study area, the 
honeycomb pattern of a cushion travels to the 
walls, rendered with frosted film on glass, 
made “to create interest while walking past 
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Smart Picks
A HOME By usiNE studiO

Sturdy elegance
Clean lines can be as aesthetic 
and high on design as more 
‘ornamental’ ones. Fancy 
mouldings don’t necessarily 
equate style, just as non-fussy 
accoutrements don’t equate 
non-style. Here, a metal plate, 
bent and lacquered, is pressed 
into service as a charming 
centre table. The wooden inset 
has been deliberately added to 
display artefacts.

Craving for carving
You don’t always need expensive 
materials to create an aesthetic 
impact. A simple material, cleverly 
used, can effectively make points 
of interest as well. This home, 
throughout, relies on this strategy. 
In the master, an illustrative 
example is the wardrobe. An 
elegant bird of paradise motif, 
carved and painted over to match 
the shutters, creates an 
understated yet impactful 
bas-relief accent.

HabitatHabitat
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Garden dining experience at Kaa 
has a large green wall that provides 
a pervasive and serene background. 
The rich wood finishes of the bar 
immerses the diner completely. 
A careful arrangement of seating 
includes the formal dining partnered 
with casual lounge bar environment.
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Architect Arthur Casas’ design for the spectacular dining 
outlet, Kaa in Sao Paulo is a refined experience for all the senses.

TexT: Varna ShaShidhar; PhoTograPhs: Leonardo Finotti; courteSy the architect 

Urban EscapE
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archiTecT

Arthur Casas 
a

venida Presidente Juscelino 
Kubitschek, the street on 
which the famed Kaa, 
(Franco Italian) restaurant is 
located is a ‘vehicular 
paradise’ (quoting Lars 

Lerup from the book After the City)… part of 
an urban sprawl with vast roads and tall 

buildings. However, if it is ever possible for a 
setting to transport a person into another 
world altogether, then it would have be the 
architecture at Kaa. This eatery has won top 
awards including Wall Paper Magazine’s best 
new restaurant in the world and it is not 
difficult to see why. Kaa’s ambience comprises 
a garden dining experience that is completely 

HabitatHabitat



clockwise, from ToP lefT The lounge 
waiting area at the entrance has views of the still-
water pond, wood finished ceiling with  
warm lighting.

Indoor dining area, with exposed structures, 
wood ceiling and flooring.

A still of the shallow pool of water adjoining the 
dining area with the green wall in the background 
that provides a calming effect to the guests.

The unassuming entrance to Kaa has textured 
white walls that give away little of the 
extraordinary environment within.
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lefT Benches, settees and smaller tables create 
an ideal lounge dining environment for drinks  
or appetizers. 

ceNTre The kitchen has a large window which 
allows the diners to observe the processes  
of cooking.

Below The bar area has a Japanese aesthetic, 
an interesting lamp and collection of objects  
and bottles.

removed from the chaos of the busy urban 
environment. It’s an opportunity for diners to 
savour the fabulous Franco-Italian fusion 
cuisine and a haven for corporate luncheons or 
dinners.

Kaa has been designed by leading Brazilian 
architect Arthur Casas. Located in Sao Paulo 
and New York, Arthur’s firm has designed a 
series of feted projects including the World 
Bar, Mistral. As with their other projects, 
Arthur has created an exceptionally relaxing 
dining environment with Kaa.

The establishment in question is a singular 
linear volume with a roofed space, an open 
garden area (with retractable roof) and an 
upper lounge area. The restaurant has a 
narrow (about 10 m) front, and is nearly 60 m 
deep. The architect mentioned that designing 
within the narrowness of the plot was a 
challenge. Yet he took on the challenge and 
the restaurant now accommodates 200 diners 
in the comfort of an extraordinary green 
environment. The linear volume has been 
divided into two spaces: an outdoor garden 
dining area with a retractable roof and an 
inner space with cumaru wood finished roof 
and flooring. The distinction between the two 
is nearly seamless.  

Integral to the poetics of this space and an 
unforgettable part of the ambience of Kaa is 
the presence of a vast green wall that’s nearly 
60 m long and 8 m high. It’s reminiscent of 
another landscape that of the native 
mountainous regions of Brazil lush with ferns 
and tropical plants (over 7,000 varieties). This 
is really where a vertical wall indeed fits in, 
creating the effect of the vast looming high 
and connecting the upper and lower levels of 
the building through a tapestry of green, in a 
very limited area. Indeed credit must also be 
given to the landscape architect who created 
the verdant surface. 

HabitatHabitat



This indigenous 
crafted art object 
forms an integral part 
of the interiors at Kaa.
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maTerials

walls Plaster, wood and vertical garden 
floors cumaru wood and ceramic tiles 
roof retractable roof furnishing 
trancada chair and trancada Bench by 
arthur casas art indigenous craft

coNcePT: to create a tranquil lounge dining restaurant with the perception of greenery in a very narrow plot, in a busy urban condition.

Arthur Casas has managed to provide the 
diners with many options to have conversation 
with relaxation coves within a garden-like 
environment. The lounge areas, sport more 
casual seating, interspersed with benches and 
sofas closer to the pond. More formal dining 
options are present in the indoor space with 
long dining tables, garden dining in the 
outdoor area with a combination of furniture; 
the lounge bar with wood counters; and bar 
stools and the upper level private lounge 
dining area for larger groups. The open 
kitchen is located at the end with a large 
window through which guests can observe the 
process of cooking.

HabitatHabitat
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The interiors have a luxurious feel, created 
primarily through the use of materials, 
cumaru wood for the flooring, along with 
ceramic tiles in shades of brown for the 
garden area. The exposed structure has 
gleaming glass reflective surfaces opposite 
the bar area and also connects the upper level 
private lounge dining area with the lower 
sections. The upper level private lounge 
provides great views of the green wall, the fan 
palms extends the garden environment to 
higher levels.

Arthur Casas has excelled in creating an 
extraordinary ambience at Kaa that heightens 
the sensory experience of dining and makes it 
a pleasure. 

facT file: Project Kaa  location Sau Paulo, Brazil area 6,587 sq ft Principal 
architects Studio arthur casas and regiane Khristian contractor inis consultants Gica 
Mesiara (landscape); Franco e Fortes (lighting); Mauro inis (plumbing and electrical 
engineering, structural engineering); tempstar (air conditioning)

As part of the waiting section, patrons can 
relax on customized comfortable benches 
before heading to their tables. The lounge 
boasts of comfortable sofas, Trançada 
Benches (designed by the architect) and small 
tables that are apt for drinks. Petite fan palms 
mark the gardens intermittently.

A highlight of Kaa is its bar which intercepts 
the green wall and open-to-sky area gardens 
with its wall and ceiling finished in rich dark 
cumaru wood. The shelves, made with thick 
wood slabs sport an interesting arrangement 
of wines bottles, antique books and objects 
including vintage earthenware. A large paper 
lamp and an interesting indigenous sculpture 
form a key part of this space. 

clockwise, from ToP lefT 
The upper lounge dining area can 
be used for private gatherings. 
The inclusion of the verdant wall 
allows for a continued perception of 
greenery even at the upper levels.

The luxurious finish of the bar is 
achieved through the singular use of 
rich Brazilian wood.

The bar area is reflected in the 
large glazed panel. Well-designed 
lighting is key to the experience of 
this space.
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{CentreStage} Snapshots

Mixed Melody

T
he Capital’s well known furniture 
and furnishings brand InV Home 
forays into the Chandigarh market 
with an elegant 2,300 sq ft store 
located in the tony Elante Mall. 

Right from the entrance flanked by interesting 
living room concepts, the store is a warehouse 
of interesting decor and design ideas. InV 
Home is the brainchild of husband-wife duo 
— Nitin and Ritika Jain, who have over 14 years 
of experience working with luxury brands 
across the American and European market. 
For those not in the know, the duo opened 
their first store in south Delhi’s posh Greater 
Kailash-I Market, and soon expanded to 
another showroom in MG Road. “With a 
growing demand for good quality products 
with an innovative designer edge in Punjab, 
opening a store in Chandigarh made a lot of 
sense,” says Nitin.

Though this store is smaller than its counterpart 
in New Delhi, it carries all their popular 
collections of furnishings, furniture, accessories 
and lights. Right from cutomized furniture, 
hand-woven textiles, scented candles, lighting, 

TexT: Ridhi kale; PhoTograPhs: courTesy iNV home
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linen and tableware — the store also stocks 
some of the best and trendy high-end decor 
must-haves from lifestyle brands across the 
world. You can purchase glassware by Zwiesel; 
24 carat gold-plated and Swarovski cutlery 
from Herdmar; scented candles from 
Archipelago; and chandeliers from top Italian 
brands, to name a few. From using premium 
quality raw materials, such as carefully selected 
silks and teak wood to imported glassware and 
lamps, InV Home is art for your hearth.

Pretty wooden arches, a traditional Kerala 
boat doubling up as a display for synthetic 
flowers and a screen made from concrete are 
few of the designer elements of the store. 
Then there are the design stories — living 
room, bedroom and dining room concepts help 
customers visualize the products in their own 
homes. As Nitin explains, what sets InV Home 
apart is the fact that it caters to an aware and 
informed customer base that is looking to 
acquire exceptional pieces of furniture, which 
are contemporary, cool, and carefully 
designed. That also explains the brand’s USP 
of not creating mass produced pieces, but 
taking time to painstakingly give each client a 
customized solution. Clearly, this luxe lair is 
filled with exciting ideas and items to dress up 
your home. 
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Unique flooring options, innovative bathroom 
products, shield for external walls and much more.
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The herringbone affecT 
The Herringbone collection of designer 
laminate wooden flooring launched by Square 
Foot modifies the natural colour and patterns 
of wood to create a new design trend in 
laminate flooring. Herringbone is a weave like 
design created with parquet blocks. Launched 
in two shades, honey oak and oak wenge, this 
range comes with an Embossed in Register 
(EIR) surface finishing, giving it a real 
wood-like antique appearance and texture. 
The laminates come in 8 mm x 134 mm x 804 
mm size with two sided bevelled lamination. 
` 195 per sqft

Therapy for walls
AkzoNobel has launched Dulux Weathershield Signature, a new range of high performance and 
aesthetically superior textured finishes for exterior walls. Formulated with the extracts of natural 
stone, it provides protection to the walls. Dulux Weathershield Signature comprises eight 
exclusive finishes ranging from off-whites to dark grey, pinks, reds and coral shades — under the 
names Coral Craft, Black Diamond, Grey Moonstone, Coarse Sapphire, Rare Amethyst, Earth 
Stone, Rustic Ruby and Crystal Gem.  
` 300 (for 2kg pack), ` 3,500 (for 25kg pack).

sleeping parTner 
Inspired by the iconic colour Stockholmsvit 
established in Sweden during the 1950’s when 
Scandinavian design began to emerge; the 
Limited Edition Hastens Stockholm White 
2014, is a tribute to the company’s Swedish 
heritage. Made from 100 per cent cotton in a 
jacquard weave, Hastens has created a unique 
new check, Stockholm White, with a texture 
reminiscent of traditional linen weave textiles. 
The white shade has notes of grey and yellow, 
making it warmer and more inviting than a 
pure white colour. The handcrafted beds, are 
made from horsehair, temperature-regulating 
wool and soft cotton.
price on request

sTore in sTyle
Bravat has launched the Milano 
range of bath furniture which 
combines multiple elements of 
fashion and tradition. Unique 
features  include: the Blum Hinge 
that features 1,00,000 times 
continuous open-close, providing 
convenient use and flexible 
dismantlement; the damping 
structure technology makes the 
drawer close slowly; and  a  built-in 
LED in the mirror.  
price on request
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bMr iT is!
Haier has come out with its new range of Golden Ratio 
Bottom Mounted Refrigerator (BMR). The refrigerators are 
designed in such a way wherein the top 75 per cent space is 
dedicated to fridge and the bottom 25 per cent is occupied 
by the freezer — this characteristic does not stress your 
spine.  The refrigerators feature a 1 touch control LED 
display, inverter compressor technology, foldable glass 
shelves, and a adjustable beauty and care box.
` 36,000 to ` 40,500

Make iT large
Nitco’s latest offering is Nitco Magnified, an exquisite 
collection of large format glazed vitrified tiles that makes a 
space home look larger and bigger. The collection has three 
variants:  the Stellar Stone range is inspired by heritage 
rocks that will give any home a beautiful and classic 
makeover; while the Marble Mammoth offers a selection of 
classic designs with a fusion of captivating textures and 
patterns. The Wondrous Wood range offers soothing wood 
designs and beautiful textures that give one the calming 
feeling of being close to nature.
` 140 sq ft onward

wooD froM bc
The Forestry Innovation Consulting Pvt Ltd in association with British 
Columbia (BC) Government has introduced the Western Hemlock tree 
to the Indian consumers. Sourced from sustainable forests in the BC 
region, the USP of Western Hemlock is its light coloured wood with no 
resin by which one can create any finish or colour-stain the wood as 
desired. Also, the lumber imported from BC is heat-treated, kiln-dried 
and seasoned to the correct moisture content to suit Indian 
manufacturers’ needs. Hemlock can be used to make doors, windows, 
furniture, interior woodworking and mouldings. 
price on request

hygienic seaTs  
Kohler’s Pureclean bidet seat is marked by cutting-edge 
design and superlative build quality. Providing utmost hygiene 
in a comfortable manner for the entire family, Pureclean has a 
retractable wand, an adjustable front and rear wash, water 
pressure control, a non-corrosive body and single easy-to-use 
lever to control functions. An easy installation, the bidet seats 
perfectly fits on a variety of toilets and it comes in three 
shapes to fit different bowls. The retractable wand cleans 
itself with excess water after every use, thereby ensuring a 
hygienic experience. 
price on request

Gallery
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DESIGNBYTES

ROUNDABOUT

Book REvIEw

Eat Up
The Inside Scoop on Rooftop 
Agriculture
Available at www.amazon.com

TEchNIquES

arttdinox
Ground Floor, B-77, Bhishma 
Pitamah Marg, Defence 
Colony, New Delhi 3; Tel: 
40543877; Website: www.
arttdinox.com

hI FIvE

ElEctrolUx
Grandeur Interiors Pvt Ltd, 
Bldg No 19, Ground Flr, 
Raghuvanshi Mills Compound, 
11-12, Senapati Bapat Marg, 
Lower Parel, Mumbai 13; Tel: 
67476746. Also at, C-158, 
Okhla Industrial Area, Phase I, 
New Delhi 20; Tel: 9818727936

FishEr & paykEl
Website: www.fisherpaykel.
com

GorEnjE
Unit No.E-27,Laxmi Industrial 
Estate, New Link 
Road,Andheri(W), Mumbai 53; 
Tel: 67252509; Also at Plot No. 
693, Gitanjali Building, 1st 
Floor, 100ft Ring Road, 15th 
Cross, J.P Nagar, 2nd Phase, 
Bangalore 78; Tel: (080) 2658 
1521; A-13, Ground Floor, Near 
Kailash Colony Metro Station,
Kailash Colony, New Delhi 48; 

Tel: 4131 9996; Website: www.
gorenje.ind.in

lG ElEctronics
Plot No 51, Surajpur Kasna Rd, 
Greater Noida 201306; Email: 
happycalls@lgezbuy.com; 
Website: www.lg.com 

MiElE india
Ground Flr, Copia Corporate 
Suites, Commercial, Plot No 9, 
Jasola, New Delhi 25; Tel: 
46900000; Website: www.
miele.in

INFocuS

cUcinE lUbE
2001, 1st Floor, HAL 2nd Stage, 
100 Feet Rd, Indiranagara, 
Kodihalli, Bengaluru, Karnataka 
560008; Tel: (080) 41323663; 
Website: www.cucinelube 
india.in

Ebco
402, Hyde Park , Sakinaka, 
Saki Vihar Rd, Ganesh Nagar, 
Marol, Andheri East, Mumbai 
72; Tel:  67837777; Email: 
info@ebco.in; Website: www.
ebco.in

ElEctrolUx
(See Hi Five)

Evok
Mezzanine Floor,Hyper City 
Near Inorbit Mall, Link Road 
Malad (W) Mumbai
Mumbai; Tel: 9971126611. Also 
at 1st Floor, Crown Interiorz 
Mall, N.H. -2, Delhi Mathura 
Road, Sector- 35, Faridabad; 
Tel: (0129) 4161022/23; No. 
5BC-302, HRBR Layout, Kalyan 
nagar, Bengaluru, Next To 
Pizza Hut, Outer Ring Road; Tel:  
(080) 41640670; Website: 
www.evok.in

FrankE FabEr india
1086/1/2, Sanaswadi, Tal. 
Shirur, Nagar Road, Pune 
412208; Tel: (021) 

386421400; Website: www.
faberspa.co.in

FishEr & paykEl
(See Hi Five)

GodrEj intErio
Pirojshanagar, Vikhroli, 
Mumbai79; Toll Free: 1800 
267 1122; Email: interio@
godrej.com; Website: www.
godrejinterio.com

GrandEUr intEriors
C–158, Okhla Phase 1, New 
Delhi 48; Tel: 26814650/51/52; 
Email: grandeurdelhi@gmail.
com; Website: www.
grandeurinteriors.com. Also at 
19, Raghuvanshi Mills, 
Lower Parel, Mumbai 13; Tel: 
67476746/8182; Fax: 
24900300; Email: 
grandeurmumbai@gmail.com; 
546, Amarjoyoti Layout, 
Domlur, Inner Ring Rd. 
Bengaluru 560071; Tel: (080) 
41228555/9555; Fax: 
41127633; Email: 
grandeurbengaluru@ 
gmail.com

haEckEr
Kanu Kitchen Kulture PVT 
LTD, A-248, Mahipalpur 
Extension, NH-8, Delhi-
Gurgaon Rd, New Delhi 37; Tel: 
26784123/24, 46102000; 
Email: info@hacker-kitchens.
com; Website: www.haecker-
india.com

haFElE
Office No 3, Bldg A. BETA 1, 
Think Techno Campus, off 
JVLR, opp Kanjurmarg Station, 
Kanjurmarg (E), Mumbai 42; 
Tel: 61426100; Fax: 6702 0531 
Website: www.hafele.in

MiElE
(See Hi Five)

nEwForM
Tel: (0124) 4945060; Website: 
www.newform 
india.com

siEMEns
130, Pandurang Budhkar Marg, 
Worli, Mumbai 18; Tel: 
39677000

slEEk
116, Blue Rose Industrial Estate,
Western Express Highway,
Next to Maruti Showroom,
Borivali ( E ); Mumbai 
66; Toll free: 1800 20 90 500; 
Website: www.sleekworld.com

sonal bhatia
S-8, Link Square Mall, Linking 
Road, Bandra (W), Mumbai 50; 
Website: www.sonalbhatia.com

stUdio crEo
E 52 New Manglapuri, Mandi 
Road, Mehrauli, New Delhi 30; 
Tel: 46002100;  
Website: www.studiocreo.in

ThINGTANk 

SWISH LIST

ElEMEntto liFEstylEs
11, Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower 
Parel, Mumbai 13; 
Tel: 98315 21791;  
Website: www.elementto.in

Good Earth
11-12, Raghuvanshi Mills, 
Senapati Bapat Mg, Lower Parel, 
Mumbai 13; Tel: 24951954. Also 
at, Select Citywalk Mall, New 
Delhi 17; Tel: 29565600; 
Website: www.goodearth.in

directory
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hoME works
SCO-77, Mansa Devi Complex, 
Swastik Vihar, Sector-5, 
Panchkula 134114, 
Chandigarh; Tel: 
9896041455;  Also at A-10, 
Vita Colony,Dhulkot Ambala 
City, Haryana 134003; Email: 
rubina@homeworksindia.
com; Website: www.
homeworksindia.com

idUs
10/57, Kirti Nagar Industrial 
Area, New Delhi 15; Tel: 
45888000; Email: enquiry@
idus.in; Website: www.idus.in

jabonG
Plot no. 109, Udyog Vihar, 
Phase 4, Gurgaon 122015; 
Website: www.jabong.com

piEl sa
Website: www.pielsa.es/

ravish vohra hoME
218-223, Second Floor DLF 
Grand Mall, MG Road, 
Gurgaon; Tel: (0124) 
4108800/9900; Email: 
showroom@ravishvohra.in

stylE bEan
Tel: 9820489563; Email: 
info@stylebean.in; Website: 
www.stylebean.in

BAzAAR

arttdinox
Premises No. 120, 1st floor,
Orbit Terraces, Opposite 
Kamla Mills, Senapati Bapat 
Road, Lower Parel,
Mumbai 13; 

Tel: 7506363207; 
Website: www.arttdinox.com

EUbiQ india 
G7 , Richa Industrial Estate , Plot 
B/29, Off New Link Road , 
Andheri (W) , Mumbai 53; 
Tel: 40032337; Email : 
mumbai@eubiqindia.com; 
Website: www.eubiqindia.com

Fabindia
Jeroo Building, 137, MG Rd, Kala 
Ghoda, Colaba, Mumbai 1; Tel: 
22626539/40; Email: jeroo.
bombay@fabindia.net. Also at, 
D-104, City Centre Mall, D 
Block, Sector I, Salt Lake 
Kolkata 64; Tel: 
23584403/04/05; Email: 
citycentre.calcutta@fabindia.
net; Central Hall, Above Shop no 
20 and 21, Khan Market, New 
Delhi 3;; Email: khanmarket.
delhi@fabindia.net

FabFUrnish
Plot 521, Ground Floor, Udyog 
Vihar Phase III, Gurgaon 
122016; Tel: (0124) 6733300; 
Email: care@fabfurnish.com; 
Website: www.fabfurnish.com

Fashion & yoU
Smile Campus, Plot Number 
241, Udyog Vihar Phase 1, 
Gurgaon 122016; Tel: (0124) 
4125000; Email: support@
fashionandyou.com; Website: 
www.fashionandyou.com

hoUsE proUd
Mobile: 9699 388 449; Website: 
www.houseproud.in

lE crUEsEt
No. 25, Lavelle Road, Bangalore 
560001; Tel: (080) 40926824; 
Website: www.lecrueset.com

wondEFchEF
Supreme House, 7th Floor, Plot 
No. 94-C, Opp. IIT Main Gate, 
Powai, Mumbai 76; Tel: 
32191488; Email: care@
wonderchef.in; Website: www.
wonderchef.in

cENTRESTAGE

hABITAT 

FRAMED AND CORNERED
GaUrav roy choUdhary 

architEcts
4/3, First Cross, Da Costa 
Layout, Cooke Town, 
Bangalore 56 00 84; Mob: 
9886718779; Email: 
gauravroychoudhury@gmail.
com; Website: www.grca.co.in 

A TALE SIMPLY TOLD
UsinE stUdio
SB-13, Silver Coin Complex, 
Near Shrenik park Circle, 
Akota, Baroda 390015; Tel: 
(0265) 3078464; Email: info@
usinestudio.in; Website: www.
usinestudio.in 

SNApShoT

MIxED MELODY
inv hoME
Store No. 230, 2nd Floor, 
Elante Mall, Chandigarh 
160001, Tel: (0172) 4028114, 
4029114

SpAcE AND SpIcE

URBAN ESCAPE 
kaa rEstaUrant
Avenida Presidente Juscelino 
Kubitschek, 279 - Vila 
Olímpia, Sao Paulo - SP, 
04542-020, Brazil; Tel: 
0055 11 30450043 ; Website: 
kaarestaurante.com.br/

FINAL TAkE

GALLERY 

akzonobEl 
DLF Epitome, Building No.5, 
Tower A, 20th Floor, DLF 
Cyber City Phase III, Gurgaon 
122 002; Toll Free: 1800 103 
7373; Website: www.dulux.in

bravat
86, IDC, Mehrauli Road, 
Gurgaon 122001; Email: info@
bravatindia.com; Website: 
www.bravatindia.com

ForEstry innovation 
consUltinG pvt ltd 
Unit No. 1202, A Wing, 12th 

Floor, Naman Midtown, 
Senapati Bapat Marg, 
Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 13; 
Tel: 49221600; Email: info@
bcfii.in

haiEr india
Building No - 1, Okhla 
Industrial EstatePhase III, New 
Delhi 20; Toll Free: 1800 102 
9999; Website: www.haier.
com/in

hastEns
P-11, Opp P2 Building, 
Raghuvanshi Mills Compound, 
Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower 
Parel, Mumbai 13; Tel: 
9920626606. Also at 130-133 
GF, DLF South Court Saket 
New Delhi 17; Tel 40520466. 
4, Union Heights, 
Maharana Pratap Road, Near 
Rahulraj Mall, Vesu, Surat 
395007; Website: www.
hastens.com

kohlEr
6th Floor, Office Tower, 
Ambience Island, NH-8, 
Gurgaon 122001;  Tel: (0124) 
4319601; Fax: 4319699; 
Email: infoindia@kohler.com; 
Website: www.kohler.co.in

nitco tilEs
No 2 Union Street, Off 
Infantry Road, Near 
Medinova Diagnostic Centre, 
Bangalore 560001; Tel: 
080-22861865/66. Also at 
A/401, Circle P Complex, 
above Honest Restaurant 
Near Prahalad Nagar Garden 
Cross Road, S.G. Highway, 
Ahmedabad 380059; Tel: 
(079) 26937719/26937095; 
Website: www.nitco.in

Directory
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{Final Take} Pick Apart

Everyone has their favourites and the Better 
Interiors team is no exception. Sure, we are a 
bunch of committed ‘unbiased’ folk who 
report on design trends faithfully... but we also 
drool and how!

Pg 86 When you love every page 
of the magazine, it’s hard to choose 
your favourite. However, the 
architecture of Kaa Restaurant in 
Sao Paulo stood out from the rest. 
Partly because Kaa has won top 
awards including Wall Paper 
Magazine’s best new restaurant in 
the world in 2010 and partly 
because the studio of the leading 
Brazilian Architect Arthur Casas 
has designed it. Its ambience 
comprises a garden dining 
experience that is completely 
removed from the chaos of the 
busy urban environment. Could one 
ask for more? Don’t believe me, 
simply flip to page 104.
Ridhi Kale

Page 50 Ever since I was a kid, Sunday 
breakfast always comprised of boiled eggs as 
mom believed it was the most healthy food 
(she was definitely influenced by the ‘Sunday 
ho ya Monday roz khao andey’ advertisement I 
feel). Though at that point in time it wasn’t my 
favourite breakfast option, as I grew up it 
became my food of choice. Therefore, when I 
laid my eyes on the adorable Egg Boiler 
featured in the Bazaar segment it brought a 
rush of childhood memories. Not only did it 
make me nostalgic but having one of these at 
home can save precious time and energy and 
help me lead a healthier and stress free life. 
I’m definitely buying this one!
Vilas Salve

Pg 72 I really liked the apartment designed by 
Usine Studio featured in the Habitat segment. 
What appeals to me most is simple yet charming 
decor. I am not a fan of ostentatious and bright 
spaces and therefore could relate to this house. 
It just gives out a very soothing and welcoming 
vibe which I feel is very important. Apart from 
the house on the whole, the clock and the 
orange painting that hangs on the walls in the 
living room are really classy pieces and I would 
love to have them in my house too.
Kishor Sosa

Page 60 In my line of work, I come across so many wonderful homes that it is difficult not to fall 
in love with one aspect or the other in that home. Similarly, what I love about the apartment 
designed by Gaurav Roy Choudhury Architects is the way different interpretations of frames can 
be seen in the house in the form of the cupboards, walls and partitions. The one that really 
grabbed my attention was the kid’s bedroom overlooking the double-height dining space. This 
wall becomes a play niche at the bottom and a study on the top and I think it is an absolutely 
ingenious design concept. I would love to have a space like this for myself, which gives me my 
much-needed privacy and yet keeps me connected to the home.
Alifiya Mehamdabadwala




